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editor’sview
Keep moving forward
Advisory Council Members
of Supply Chain Asia
A comparison of the Chinese business press and the business press most
everywhere else over the past six months is revealing and holds some
lessons for all of us. The litany of doom and gloom in the ‘everywhere else’
category is much toned down in China where the media is loaded with
stories of new investment in the economy and new growth initiatives from
the government.
For some years now, networks of people in the country with enough
influence to make things happen have accepted that objective coverage
of economic and financial news is both necessary and good for China.
Nevertheless, the business press can steer itself in directions that assist the
objectives of the State. At the moment, that objective is to create confidence
so Chinese will save less and spend more.
Another reason for the less gloomy media coverage is that China looks
to be in better shape than other major world economies. It is still managing
quite a high rate of growth; the banking sector appears to be functioning
well enough, and there are plenty of examples of companies cutting back
elsewhere still expanding in China. At around the time the international press
was reporting LG Electronics would cut costs globally by US$2.17bn over
the course of 2009, the Chinese press reported the South Korean company
would invest $147m to expand distribution and promotion channels for its
mobile phones in China.
China, of course, has its problems. Exports are way down, and a new
survey of 108 foreign-invested companies by the American Chamber of
Commerce in Shanghai tells us domestic sales are down too. More worrying
is the longer-term view that rising costs mean the country is losing its
competitive edge in exports.
The conclusion in the Chamber study is that companies that improve
efficiencies, adopt lean techniques and drive global integration of their
Chinese operations, “will significantly improve their market positions
during the downturn”.
This is advice that permeates the pages of this issue of Supply Chain
Asia Magazine. In our cover story on Cost Management, Jeffrey Russell
advises on how to rigorously scrutinise costs, assets and investments along
the value chain, while constantly highlighting the need to take action with
an eye to the competitive position of your business when the current storm
recedes. Elsewhere, features from Catherine Truel and Amit Agarwal look at
the merits of new supply chain finance tools in the current environment and
advise on how to undertake inventory reduction; while Richard Brubaker
and Dr John Gattorna focus on how to create long-term value by shifting
towards sustainable business practices and mobilising the real potential of
procurement by better linking the function to the customer.
China knows it needs to keep moving forward; it knows that as its
economy matures, costs rise and new competition emerges, it needs to
find new areas of advantage. Its media is filled with stories founded on this
purpose.
The same is true for companies, and is the overriding theme of this
issue of Supply Chain Asia Magazine. Do what needs to be done to survive
but don’t take your eyes off the big picture because it’s only a matter of time
before this crisis goes away.
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president’sADDRESS
Don’t end up in a talent drought
The current economic crisis cannot be an excuse for nonperformance — neither should it be a reason to stop continually
seeking and grooming new talent.
In putting together Supply Chain Careers 2009, we are faced
with a daunting task of persuading companies to join us in our
annual careers Fair and Talk that will be held in Singapore on 28th
March. The most disappointing response we come up against from
many of these companies goes something like, “we’re not hiring,
so we’re not participating”.
The story of another ageing industry came to mind as we
endeavour to continue our efforts in encouraging more companies
to participate in this event targeted at young professionals and
graduating students. This was the story of the ‘greying retail
industry’, often staffed with employees that have spent decades
with the same company.
Such a structure becomes a concern when severe management
shortages start to occur at mid and entry levels and companies are
forced to seek out young, untrained employees to fill positions.
“All we’re doing is recycling existing talent,” a senior HR
executive friend warns me. “If the sector doesn’t hire and
develop more talent at entry and junior level, it’s going to be an
industry of old people. Who’s going to do the cold calling and the
prospecting?”
The supply chain industry has always played second fiddle to
other exciting ‘branded careers’ such as banking & finance, legal,

accounting, medical and engineering. Yet, the critical role we play
in ensuring that goods and materials continue to move to support
a global economic structure can never be denied.
Even with the current financial crisis, the world can still pick
up its pieces and move forward. Suppose for a minute that supply
chain professionals decided to stop working — the economic
world would come to a standstill as ships stop sailing, customs
stop clearing, trucks stop moving, plants close down, and so on.
Need we say more?
It is human resources that drive the industry forward and we
have to continually attract, train and groom new talent to keep
going. Doing this requires a conscious effort in reaching out, raising
the profile of the industry and ensuring those showing interest in
our industry can connect with those already working in it.
Supply Chain Asia is doing its part in putting together an
event to gather the young talent that represents the future of
the industry. We urge companies and senior professionals in the
field to play their part too, and join us in supporting a worthy and
important cause.

Paul Lim
President, Supply Chain Asia
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infrastructure update
developments

• The month of March would see hundreds of US auto
suppliers in danger of running out of cash as losses
caused by production slowdowns in December and
January start to take effect, the US Motor & Equipment
Manufacturers Association said. As part of its plea
for federal aid for auto suppliers, the Association said
payments to suppliers from Detroit’s automakers are
on track to fall 70% in March to US$2.4bn from $8.4bn
per month in the fourth quarter, due to production
slowdowns in early 2009 and at the end of 2008.
• More consumers expect their consumer electronics
(CE) devices to be environmentally friendly, according
to a new study from the US Consumer Electronics
Association. The study found that 89% of US
households want their next television to be more
energy efficient, while 33% of consumers expect to
make some type of green CE purchase within the next
two years. The Association is projecting the consumer
electronics industry to generate US$171bn in US
shipment revenues in 2009, a drop of 0.6% over 2008.
• A global survey of supply chain executives found while
a growing number of firms are embarking on initiatives
to reduce carbon footprint and energy use of their
supply chain infrastructure, only 10% are tracking the
carbon footprint of their supply chains. The Accenture
survey found that more than one third of the 250
respondents had no awareness of the overall emissions
from across their entire supply chain network, and only
one in ten had accurate data on the carbon footprint of
different components of their supply chain.

• Car sales in the EU are likely to fall by 10-20% in 2009,
putting further pressure on automotive suppliers, European
Commission vice president Gunter Verheugen warned during
a meeting with European ministers about the poor health
of the automotive industry. “The whole automotive value
chain is already affected by the [global economic] crisis and
the impact is likely to be particularly painful for automotive
suppliers, especially smaller suppliers,” said Verheugen.
The slowdown in the global automotives industry has had
a significant impact on demand for chemicals, with the
chemicals industry supplying a wide range of products to
vehicle manufacturers.
• The Pharma Traceability Pilot, a large-scale project of
RFID application in the pharmaceutical supply chain,
was concluded in the EU. Partly funded by the European
Union, the project tested the use of EPC Gen 2 technology
and standard data-matrix bar codes to track pallets of
pharmaceuticals moving through the supply chain, from
drug manufacturers through distributor networks and on to
hospitals and pharmacies.

germany
• Deutsche Bahn postponed the launch of a container rail service
between Germany and China due to start on a weekly basis
after Chinese New Year. The German rail operator insisted the
service, which is designed to compete with ocean carriers for
high value freight, will go ahead when economic conditions
improve. “We will offer the service this year…we can’t be
more specific because of the [economic] situation,” said a
spokesperson at DB Schenker, Deutsche Bahn’s logistics arm.

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
A long-running Hawaiian fresh produce traceability
pilot project was extended to outside the state
when a distributor in California attached active
RFID tags with temperature sensors to monitor
pallets of produce shipped to Hawaii in ocean
liners. “This project provides the backbone for
future and more preventive closed-loop sensor
technologies which are capable of measuring
and reporting bio contaminants and temperature
variations via the RFID system as produce moves
through the supply chain,” said Dr John Ryan, the
project administrator and an official with the State
of Hawaii Department of Agriculture.

hawaii

Dachser established a 50:50 joint venture in Chile with
Gesto-Log, a merger with local freight carrier Logística
Industrial SA and the logistician Rolf Gremler. “Chile offers
perfect economic conditions, it is connected on a global
scale, and invests massively in its traffic infrastructure.
With our intercontinental services we will provide our
customers attractive logistics solutions in and for Latin
America”, said Thomas Reuter, managing director, Dachser
Air & Sea Logistics. The new company is called Dachser
Chile SA

EU

• Senator Lines ceased business as a result of, “the financial and
economic crisis and — as a consequence thereof — reduced
volumes together with overcapacity and an extreme unhealthy
competition, especially on the east-west routes.” The Bremenbased line ceased business at the end of February.

Global

chile

• Market-tracking firm IDC said declines in the PC
market would continue into the first half of 2009,
hurting both PC makers and CPU vendors such
as Advanced Micro Devices and Intel Corp. IDC
research said the 17% decline in CPU sales in
Q4 2008 was the biggest sequential decline since
1996. For the full year 2008, total PC processor
unit shipments grew 10%, while revenue grew
0.9% to US$30.8bn, IDC said.
• The life sciences supply chain is under pressure to
become more efficient in order to curb shrinking
profit margins, according to new research from
Aberdeen Group. A survey of 170 life sciences
and healthcare supply chain professionals
found almost half were planning to enhance or
begin forecast collaboration with customers and
suppliers. The study found respondents believe
demand forecasting and planning along with
data management to be the greatest challenges
to successfully implement strategic plans for
improvement in life sciences supply chains.
• The top ten original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) firms accounted for one-third of all
semiconductor consumption in 2008, worth
US$91.6bn, according to Gartner research. HP
remained the leading OEM for semiconductor
consumption, accounting for $16.5bn, with
PCs and mobile phones remaining the leading
applications for semiconductors.
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• The Aviation Industry Corp of China, the country’s largest plane maker, set up a US$1.8bn
venture in the central city of Xian to design and produce components for a China-made
jumbo jet. The new venture will employ 35,000 people and will undertake R&D, production,
and sales of components for the development of Chinese mid-size and jumbo jets.
• China banned imports of Philippine pork products following the discovery of the EbolaReston virus in four pig herds on Luzon Island. The General Administration of Quality
Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine (GAQSIQ) said pork products from The Philippines
already at Chinese ports should be turned back or destroyed and no new pork products
from The Philippines would be allowed into the country.
• Higher levels of government spending on infrastructure began to have a positive impact
on cargo volumes handled at ports along the Yangtze trunk line. Consulting group Yangtze
Business Services said a January year-on-year cargo throughput increase of 5.7% to 80m
tonnes, the first monthly rise since last August, was likely driven by higher demand for
imported iron ore and construction steel for railways, roads bridges and metros.
• TNT launched its first domestic day-definite road distribution service in China. The
company said the service will first be offered between 115 depot pairs covering key
economic areas of the Yangtze River Delta, the Bohai Economic Rim and the Pearl River
Delta regions. TNT-Hoau, TNT’s China subsidiary, plans to increase the coverage of the
premium service to over 260 depot pairs by July 2009.

China
South
Korea

Borouge, a joint venture between the Abu
Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) and
Austria’s Borealis, signed a service contract
with Singapore’s CWT Logistics to establish
Borouge South East Asia (SEA) Logistics Hub.
The hub, which is the company’s third in the
Far East, is to ensure local logistics services
for Borouge customers in southeast Asia from
its operational start-up date in 2010.

Abu Dhabi

taiwan

Vietnam
Value Added Tax (VAT) on all types of
automotive spare parts, including gearboxes
and engines, and all types of vehicles was
cut by 50% on February 1, according to
the Communist Party of Vietnam online
newspaper. The online newspaper reported
the VAT reductions were resulting in vehicle
prices moving down, with companies like
Toyota Motor Vietnam reportedly adjusting
retail prices for models for sale in the country
down by between US$1,100 and $9,000.
VAT on some major commodities such as
coal and several basic industry chemicals
was also reduced by 50%, while import tax
on petrol and oil was reduced by 35%.

AFRICA
Dubai’s DP World is looking to step up its investments
into the African continent and is exploring new investment
opportunities in several countries. The company is
searching for opportunities at some of the major ports that
act as gateways to the big African market and looking at
investing in the construction of more free zones, a new
concept on the continent. Africa’s supply chain sector has
so far proven relatively immune to the current economic
crisis due to its low dependence on credit to finance trade.

Japan Airlines (JAL) and Nippon Cargo
Airlines (NCA) agreed a partnership to start
operation of codeshare cargo flights from
March 29.The agreement will start with
flights between Narita, Tokyo and Chicago
and Los Angeles. Subject to approval from
the relevant authorities, JAL and NCA are
looking to expand the agreement in the near
future, to cover routes such as New York,
Seoul and Shanghai.

Japan
LG Electronics, the world’s third largest
phone maker, said it would invest US$147m
in 2009 to expand distribution channels
and promote its products in China. LG has
tied up with distributors Telling and PTAC to
expand phone sales channels in the country.
“The slump in the economy is affecting every
player in the industry but we need to grow in
China,” LG said in a statement.

The county’s two largest LCD panel makers, AU
Optronics Corp and Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corp,
said they signed MOUs with major TV vendors in
China, including TCL Corp, for the sale of LCD
panels. China is one of the world’s fastest growing
flat panel TV markets and the deals are expected to
help the Taiwanese companies offset the effects of
falling demand from US and European customers.

the philippines
Samsung Electronics and Berthaphil
Business Park signed an agreement for
the development of a Samsung Electronics
central distribution centre at the Clark Civil
Aviation Complex. The new centre will be
used to ship mobile telephones to India,
China and other parts of Asia.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Australia and New Zealand signed a free trade pact with
ASEAN expected to boost the combined gross domestic
product of the ten ASEAN nations and the two countries
by more than US$48bn by 2020. The pact will “facilitate
business activities at a time of global slump,” said Malaysia’s
international trade and industry minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin
Yassin. “Regional integration is essential to buoy exportdependent economies in ASEAN,” he said. The agreement
needs to be ratified by parliaments in Australia, New Zealand
and ASEAN member states before coming into effect.
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Desperate China Eastern
ditches cargo JV, mulls tie-up
There’s new top management at the People’s
Republic’s most sickly big air conglomerate,
China Eastern Airlines (CEA), and a fire sale
or two is in the offing to keep the company
from going under.
Mired in debt, denied the assistance
of Singaporean cash last year, Beijing lent
the endangered airline another US$1bn
in December under the proviso that heads
would roll.

Newly appointed chairman Liu Shaoyong does not expect a turnaround this year,
perhaps breaking even in 2010. At best Liu
reckons a profit is possible come 2011.
As part of a general offload of assets, Liu
is selling CEA’s 40% stake in 10-month old
Joy Airlines to JV partner China Aviation
Industry Corp. The Xi’an, central Chinabased cargo airline, is yet to begin services.
As well as selling holdings in subsidiaries
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India considers foreign
stakes in domestic carriers
India’s government is considering a proposal
to allow foreign airlines to pick up equity
stakes in domestic carriers, but with riders.
Government sources say the ground is
being prepared for a major policy shift on
foreign ownership in aviation that would
allow foreign airlines own a 20-25% stake in
local carriers, but their role on boards and in
management would be limited.
India’s civil aviation ministry had, in
the past, argued that allowing larger foreign
airlines to own stakes in fledgling Indian
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

carriers could cause harm to the domestic
aviation sector. Foreign airlines are barred
from investing in local airlines, although
foreign companies other than airlines are
allowed to hold stakes of up to 49% in
domestic carriers.
“Things have changed. Earlier, only one
Indian airline operated internationally. But
now, three domestic carriers fly to foreign
destinations. Our carriers have grown in size
and scale in three to four years’ time. We
don’t think the earlier concerns are relevant,”

and joint ventures, the airline will delay or
cancel 16 of the 29 aircraft it is due to receive
from Airbus and Boeing this year.
Branded “Asia’s weakest carrier” by
research house, the Centre for Asia Pacific
Aviation recently, CEA’s protracted, on-off
merger with its local rival Shanghai Airlines
looks likely to be made official by as soon as
April, China aviation watchers tell Supply
Chain Asia. This merger has been on the cards
for seven years now, but with both airlines in
the doldrums, local government has bashed
heads together to fast track the marriage.
Shanghai Airlines has just followed China
Eastern and China Southern by going cap in
hand to Beijing for central government handouts. CEA is thought to have lost around
RMB10bn (US$1.46bn) in 2008 including
RMB 6.2bn fuel hedging losses.
CEA is unlikely to receive much
profit from its various cargo ventures. The
outlook for air cargo in China this year is
nothing short of desperate, leading many
international cargo airlines to slash calls to
the People’s Republic. Latest figures from
the Civil Aviation Administration of China
show just how rapid a drop there’s been in
cargo demand. The country moved 4m tons
of cargo last year, up a paltry 0.3%, a long
way off the robust 13% growth posted in
2007.
Figures tailed off dramatically towards
the end of last year. In December in 2008,
traditionally a busy month, just 307,853 tons
of cargo were moved, down a precipitous
15.2% year-on-year.

a government official said, on the condition
of anonymity.
Civil aviation minister Praful Patel said
a proposal to allow foreign ownership of
Indian operators is under discussion, as the
government looks at measures to revitalise
the sector. “Allowing foreign airlines to hold
stakes in domestic airlines has always been an
option. There is no firm decision yet, though.
Internationally, in most cases, foreign direct
investment by entities other than airlines is
allowed only (to the extent of) 49%. In the
case of foreign airlines, FDI is not allowed (to
be) more than 25%,” he said.
Cash-rich carriers such as Singapore
Airlines have shown an interest in owning
stakes in local airlines, but have been
prevented from doing so by foreign
investment rules.

UPLOAD, TRANSFER, DOWNLOAD:
SWISS WORLDCARGO
–
From computers and game consoles to multimedia systems: with Swiss WorldCargo,
all kinds of electronic goods reach their destination quickly, reliably, safely and on time.
With products setting standards worldwide when it comes to quality and handling.
We care for your cargo.

SWISSWORLDCARGO.COM
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lmost everyone is aware of the severe
challenges faced by the global air
cargo industry at the moment. The
International Air Transport Association (IATA)
says international air cargo volumes fell 4%
in 2008 over the previous year, punctuated
by an unprecedented and precipitous 22.6%
drop in December over December 2007.
It was the rise in the price of oil up to
mid-2008 that started the industry’s worrying
decline. That decline, according to Boeing’s
biennial World Air Cargo Forecast (WACF),
followed growth in world air cargo traffic of
5.1% in 2007 after 3.2% growth in 2006 and
1.7% growth in 2005.

As a company that builds and sells
freighters, Boeing tends to be upbeat
on industry prospects, but still presents
good arguments for its forecast figures.
In its most recent WACF report, the US
aircraft manufacturer acknowledges well the
challenges faced by the industry, but sticks to
its guns with projections of annual average
growth in world air cargo of between 4.9%
and 6.8% over the next couple of decades.
Over the past decade, India has proven
a bright spark in the fortunes of the industry
and is widely expected to be among those
countries leading its growth in coming
years and decades. According to Boeing,

India’s total air cargo market (domestic and
international) grew at 9.5% annually in the
ten years to 2007. The international market
alone is now estimated to exceed 1.11m
tonnes per year.
Higher growth is estimated for the
domestic market, which is believed to have
expanded by more than 10% per annum over
the past decade. “The domestic India air cargo
market will continue to grow quite rapidly,
expanding 9.9% on average per year through
2027, reaching 2.3m tonnes flown per year,”
Boeing forecasts.
Textiles and garments form India’s prime
air exports. Other nascent yet increasing air

The air cargo hopeful

India’s air cargo sector is full of promise and domestic and international airlines say they are
still investing and expanding despite current global economic woes, write Shirish Nadkarni
in Mumbai and Turloch Mooney
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Asia’s leading air cargo
event is back in 2009

AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong
September 8-10, 2009

Part of the world’s only regional B-to-B
event for commercial aviation and civil
aerospace on China’s doorstep.

The well-attended tea breaks, buffet
lunches and cocktail parties are back on
the exhibition floor.

Unique networking opportunities with
the world’s leading airlines, airports, IT
providers, equipment manufacturers and
many others.

And, of course, the two-day Conference
with speakers and delegates from Asia,
the Middle East, Europe and the USA.
Mornings only.

Co-located with Asian Aerospace 2009 - www.airfreightasia.com
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Textiles and garments form India’s prime air exports.
Other nascent yet increasing air export categories in the
country include pharmaceuticals and automobile parts.
Small packages, capital equipment and technology goods
lead India’s air cargo imports. With the substantial growth of
business process outsourcing in India since 2000, demand
for the air importation of computers and telecommunications
equipment has also expanded heavily.

❞

export categories in the country include
pharmaceuticals and automobile parts.
Small packages, capital equipment
and technology goods lead Indian air
cargo imports. With the substantial growth
of business process outsourcing in India
since 2000, demand for the air importation
of computers and telecommunications
equipment has also expanded rapidly.
In the international sphere, Europe
is India’s primar y air trade par tner.
Power generating machinery, general
industry machinery, electrical machinery,
telecommunication equipment, and various
manufacturing articles lead imports from
Europe, while exports mainly comprise
apparel, vegetables, fruit, fish, textiles and
manufacturing articles.
While Europe is currently the country’s
largest air trade partner, Asia is by far its
fastest growing, and now comprises some
24% of total international air cargo (see pie
chart).

India’s air trade partners
Africa, 2%
Southwest Asia
4%

CIS, 1%

North
America,
17%

Europe,
32%

Middle East,
20%
Asia,
24%

1,113,000 tonnes
Source: Boeing 2009

Big plans at Air India Cargo
Despite good growth, and good prospects
for growth, the Indian air cargo market is
still an immature one and comprises a low

Domestic India air cargo forecast growth

Tonnes, thousands
3,000

Histor y

Forecast
Average annual
growth,
2007–2027
High 10.7%
Base 9.9%
Low
9.1%

2,000

1,000

High
Base
Low

10.8% growth
per year

1997

2002

Source: Boeing 2009
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share of global air cargo volumes. Given
the geographical size of the country and its
recent strong GDP growth and prospects for
further growth, this presents a challenge and
opportunity for Air India Cargo to improve
cargo links and services.
Air India Cargo — one of the six strategic
business units that came into being following
the merger of Air India and Indian Airlines into
the National Aviation Company of India Ltd
(NACIL) — is looking to expand its network
and reach out to worldwide markets.
“We’ve sent survey teams to assess
market potential to Hong Kong, Tokyo, Osaka,
New York, Chicago, Toronto, Los Angeles and
London,” says P K Gupta, Air India executive
director, Sales and Marketing (Cargo). “We’re
also looking at Australia and Africa. The
survey is likely to be complete by March
31, after which we will decide how to take
it forward.”
Air India Cargo had a turnover of Rs8.5bn
(US$175m) in 2008, and is expecting to
increase that to Rs10bn this year.
Air India currently lifts 2,000 tonnes of
cargo every day on both international and
domestic sectors through its dedicated
freighters and belly space in passenger
aircraft. The airline recently converted two
of its Airbus A310 aircraft into dedicated
freighters catering to international cargo.
While one is deployed to Frankfurt on the
Europe route, the other operates the Hong
Kong-Singapore route.
The airline also operates a Boeing 737200 aircraft for the Department of Post
and Telegraph between Kolkata, Guwahati,
Imphal and Agartala in the northeast of the
country. It also recently entered into a joint
venture with Gati Ltd to operate a freighter
service.
“Our plan is to have 40 freighters by 2015,”
says Gupta. “We will bring in ten new aircraft

transporters
infrastructure
- airupdate
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with capacity of between 20 and 40 tonnes,
and ten of 80 tonnes and more.”
Meanwhile, India’s largest domestic airline,
Jet Airways, says it will invest US$8m-$10m in
a new dedicated cargo airline, once it finalises
formalities including a partner. The private
carrier currently makes use of the belly space
in its passenger aircraft for cargo activity and
is lifting around 150 tonnes of cargo per day
through its fleet of Boeing 777s and Airbus
330s. Cargo contributes around 8% of Jet’s
bottom line, or some $149m per annum.
Jet is also studying various international
markets ahead of launching its cargo
operation. Mumbai-Hong Kong and DelhiHong Kong are considered to be the most
likely early route options for the new
operation.

Overseas carriers expand services
Among overseas carriers serving India,
Malaysia Airlines Cargo (MASkargo) plans
to expand its India services to various
destinations, including Chennai, with an
A300-600, a medium capacity fuel-efficient
freighter offering around 42 tonnes of
payload. Leased for one year from Air Atlanta
Icelandic, the freighter will cater to seasonal
cargo on specific routes and may also be used
for charters.
SAS Cargo, the Scandinavian airfreight and
mail carrier, recently announced the launch of
a new service between Copenhagen and New
Delhi. According to the schedule, there will
be three flights every week in each direction,
with each flight carrying approximately 16
tonnes of payload.
Emirates SkyCargo, the freight division of
Emirates Airline, has set itself up as a specialist
in cold chain shipments, following a tie up
with Scandinavia’s Envirotainer, a provider of
advanced cold chain technologies. SkyCargo
mainly moves foodstuffs such as vegetables
and meat between India and west Asian
markets. The Dubai-based airline also moves

other special care cargo like chemicals, drugs
and pharmaceuticals, and inflammable
liquids used for industrial purposes out of
the country.
Among companies specialising in air
express, courier and package distribution,
Blue Dart Express has been serving the pharmaceuticals, fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG), telecoms, automotive and IT sectors.
The economic slowdown is not holding the
company back from expanding, with plans
for capital expenditure of Rs1bn in 2009 to
upgrade its infrastructure and warehouse
network across India. The capital expenditure
is being met through internal accruals and
the company says it plans to spend Rs10bn
over a period of five to seven years.
Blue Dart added a Boeing 757 freighter to
its fleet at the end of last year. The company
currently operates six freighters, of which
three are B757s and three are B737s. Blue
Dart plans to set up 58 warehouses by 2010
on the outskirts of key metropolitan areas
to help speed the movement of shipments
and says it will launch new products to meet
demands of certain industries with timedefinite requirements.
TNT India is another courier company
that appears undeterred by the effects of
the economic slowdown. TNT India plans to
enlarge its share of the domestic airfreight
market, in part through leveraging its vast
road network. In 2006, TNT India acquired
Speedage, a leading road transportation
company, with a view to offering integrated
and comprehensive air and road express
services. The airline has drawn up plans for
fresh investments to upgrade its depots
and reorient hubs to undertake the new
capability.
The slowdown in the economy, which has
affected DHL’s volumes, has not deterred it
from announcing a major capital expansion of
Rs10bn over the next five years. DHL Express,
which announced the opening of its new
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As a company that builds and sells freighters, Boeing
tends to be upbeat on industry prospects, but still presents
good arguments for its forecast figures. In its most recent
WACF report, the US aircraft manufacturer acknowledges well
the challenges faced by the industry, but sticks to its guns
with projections of annual average growth in world air cargo of
between 4.9% and 6.8% over the next couple of decades.
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facility at Bangalore International Airport at
a cost of $25m, is confident of a turnaround
in the economy to help justify its investment.
The 225,00sq ft Bangalore facility is expected
to reduce throughput time for shipments at
the airport by up to 60 minutes.
DHL Express is looking at Hyderabad
as next destination for another integrated
facility, with Mumbai and Delhi on the cards
going forward, depending on land availability
and cost.

India’s airport infrastructure
– fast facts
 Of the 454 airports and airstrips in
India, 16 are designated international
airports. Currently, 97 airports are
owned and operated by the Airports
Authority of India (AAI). India’s Civil
Aviation Ministry aims to have 500
operational airports in the country
within the next 12 years (according
to the Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation
(CAPA)).
 Mumbai and Delhi airports have
already been privatised and are
being upgraded with an estimated
investment of $4bn over the period
2006-16.
 A greenfield airport is already
operational at Bangalore and the
one at Hyderabad will be operational
soon. These have been developed by
private consortia at a total investment
of over $800m.
 Another greenfield airport being
planned at Navi Mumbai is going to
be developed using public-private
partnership (PPP) mode at an
estimated cost of $2.5bn.
 Thirty-five other city airports are to
be upgraded through PPP projects
demanding some $357m over the
next three years.
 Over the next five years, AAI has
planned a massive overall airport
investment of $3.07bn. Some 43%
of this will be for the three metro
airports in Kolkata, Chennai and
Trivandrum, with the remainder
going toward upgrading other nonmetro airports and modernising
existing aeronautical facilities.
Fast facts supplied by Gordon Feller
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Senator goes down, and
it’s not over yet
The demise of Bremen-based Senator Lines
is but the latest and by no means the last
container line to bite the dust. With freight
rates now hovering barely above zero, the
bloodbath in the sector is likely to be brutal
this year and next.
Founded in Germany in 1987, Korea’s
Hanjin Shipping took a controlling 80%
stake in Senator Lines ten years later. This
February the decision was taken to cease
operations with immediate effect amid the
horrific freight rate conditions. “Rates are
so low that you cannot make money,” a

Senator spokeswoman said of the decision
to shut down. “With rates around zero, it is
not enough that you are as well utilised as
we are.”
While much has been made of Senator’s
downfall it is not the first to disappear in this
downturn. Regional trade has suffered from
extraordinary competition. In September,
privately owned Shandong Yantai
International Marine Shipping, a major
player on the China-Japan container route,
and South Korea’s C&Line, also privately
owned, ceased operations.

US loaded ocean traffic (y-o-y change)
40%
30%

Trade volumes
plummet against
worsening
economy.

Containerized growth
driven by strong import
trends until 2007

20%
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Strong export and weak import
volumes drive divergence in
growth trends in 2007/early 2008
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Source: Ports, RW Baird

As container lines reel from the
disastrous drop in exports, services have
been slashed on a dramatic scale to the point
where nearly 10% of the current box fleet
is laid up. According to industry estimates,
container lines operating the Asia-Europe
route expect to lose a combined US$5bn
this year.
“We’ve never seen it so bad before.
Quite frankly, some won’t survive,” Ron
Widdows, chief executive of Singapore’s
Neptune Orient Lines, parent of APL, told
Singapore media in February.
The pessimists say that the sector could
consolidate by as much as a third, seeing a
swathe of smaller names swallowed up. The
longer the downturn lasts, the more likely this
worst-case scenario will be proven correct.
Still, the plus side of all of this previous
irrational exuberance by the over ordering
container lines is cheaper times for shippers.
Freight rates will stay low until trade recovers
enough to absorb vessel overcapacity, a
process that could take as long as four
years unless many more existing orders are
cancelled or postponed.
But big name casualties in Asia are
unlikely. Says Johnson Leung, a regional
transport analyst with JP Morgan, “There
will be larger scale shut down in the
container shipping for sure. But most of
the Asian names are either owned by a rich
family or government, which makes them
relatively immune to the collapse in the
freight market.”

The promise of rural China
A Hong Kong presentation by the Li &
Fung Research Centre titled Ten Highlights of
China’s Commercial Sector offered a glimmer of
hope from China’s countryside. The basic
research proposition is that China’s inland
retail purchasing power remains the most
intact with several government policies aimed
at getting agricultural goods directly to urban
markets and in turn moving consumer goods
to the rural areas.
The entire framework is a classic case
of a so-called Chinese ‘scientific mode
of development’ approach to opening
commercial channels through the initiative
of government facilitation.
Rather than a reaction to the current
economic malaise, the initiatives to develop
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

inbound and outbound rural supply chain
channels have been in place for several
years under the guidance of the Ministry
of Commerce (MOFCOM). The ‘Rural
Retailing Network Project’ was set up in
2005 and enterprises plugged into it include
Proctor & Gamble, Carrefour, Yili Group,
Liby Group and Huiyuan Group. Seventy
five percent of rural counties are covered by
the Project that is estimated to have stimulated
some RMB100bn (US$14.6bn) in rural retail
sales by the middle of last year.
Given the low-income base in the
countryside, the channels currently mainly
carry food and household care goods.
Another key initiative is the ‘Agricultural
Product Wholesale Market and Distribution

Company Development Project’ set up by
MOFCOM in 2006 to upgrade the logistics,
information systems, warehouse facilities, cold
storage systems of wholesale markets, and
agricultural product distribution enterprises.
According to Li & Fung, by the end of 2007,
the value of goods moved through this
channel had reached RMB430bn.
In 2008, MOFCOM also promoted the
‘Pilot Scheme Notice of Promoting Closer
Co-operation between Farmers and Supermarkets’ to drive the flattening of the agricultural produce supply chain. This is essentially
a farmer direct sourcing programme with the
goal of having 50% of the fresh produce from
the countryside directly connecting to urban
markets by 2012.
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Wednesday 1st - Thursday 2nd April 2009
Radisson SAS Portman, London

A must–attend annual event providing answers
to your key questions:
• What impact will the changing supply demand balance

have on freight rates expectations in 2009?
• Can emerging markets fill the east-west cargo shortfalls?
• How is the current economic uncertainty affecting the
container leasing industry?
• What more lies ahead for the containerisation of the
neo-bulk cargo and reefer sectors?
• Are ocean carriers’ surcharges, including THCs, any
clearer or cheaper following the ending of liner
conferences in the EU in 2008?
• Are container terminals better placed to provide inland
transport services?
• Is the US moving in a similar direction to the EU
regarding the regulation of liner services?
• What is the real cost of piracy at sea and who should
pay the bills?

Ron Widdows, NOL Group, including APL
Brett Whitfield, Nestlé Business Services Ltd.
The Honorable Rebecca F. Dye, Federal Maritime
Commission
Richard Mitchell, APM Terminals
Dr. Thomas C. Lieb, Schenker AG
Marc Lembrechts, Elkem AS
Peter Livey CMILT, Hyundai Merchant Marine (Europe) Ltd.
Filip Beckers, Mars
Neil Smith, Savi Networks
Chris Bourne, European Liner Affairs Association
Philip Damas, Drewry Supply Chain Advisors
Brian Clancy, Merge Global

“

“

With contributions from key industry
players including:

How is ocean carrier profitability expected
to change over the next two years?

The event gave a valuable insight into the
liner industry and the challenges faced by
D Morris, GKN
all stakeholders

Lead Sponsor:

Supported by:

New for 2009!
Separately bookable workshop:
Friday 3rd April 2009

Media Partners:

Registration hotline: +44 (0)20 7017 5518
Book online: www.globallinershipping.com
Quote VIP Code: LM1077SC02

Organised by:
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Rapid and sustained
cost management:

a tool for
unprecedented
times

By Jeffrey Russell, managing
partner, Supply Chain Asia
Pacific, Accenture
How do successful
companies move toward high
performance during times
of economic turmoil? What
do they do differently from
companies that may survive
but are unlikely to quickly—if
ever—regain their former
strength?

T

imes are tough. Really tough. This
isn’t the first time large companies
in developed markets, such as North
America, western Europe and Japan, have
faced such a crisis, so there may be some
consolation in knowing that “this too
shall pass.” But for companies in emerging
markets—a great many of which reside in
Asia Pacific—it is their first exposure to a
calamitous worldwide pullback as opposed
to a more locally focused problem such as the
Asia currency crisis of the 1990s.
Of course, some countries, such as those
in southeast Asia, have been impacted less
severely; and the emerging giants, China and
India, are still enjoying economic growth. But
even the latter’s growth levels are way down—
from double-digit to single-digit—which
is shocking enough to severely undermine
consumer and business confidence. Other
countries are experiencing less enviable
degrees of crises, such as South Korea,
where the value of the won has significantly
dropped. Although this is potentially good
for exports, the world economic situation is
so tenuous that an export uptick in South
Korea has not really occurred and local
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009
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consumer confidence has continued to slide.
Australia has also experienced severe slips in
its currency and seen a substantive drop in
commodity prices flowing down through the
economy in recent weeks.
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Winners pull away after recession

What to do
Rarely before has there been a financial
meltdown of such wholly global proportions.
Yet it’s far too melodramatic to claim that “no
one gets out alive.” In fact, most companies—
eastern and western—will get out alive. The
question then is not how many won’t survive
(most will), but rather, which companies will
emerge stronger and better positioned to
charge ahead when the dust settles? Put
another way, how do successful companies
move toward high performance during
times of economic turmoil? What do they do
differently from companies that may survive
but are unlikely to quickly—if ever—regain
their former strength?
The above questions are topmost in the
minds of business leaders from all corners of
the multi-polar world. Most everywhere you
look, net worth and home prices are tumbling,
consumers are cutting spending, credit is
drum-tight, and margins are paper-thin. Still,
as every company knows, shareholders expect
high performance at all times, no matter how
turbulent the economic storm.
Accenture’s ongoing research confirms
that the most successful companies pursue
high performance at all times (Figure 1).
Even in challenging conditions, they are less
likely to retreat from core philosophies that
propelled them forward all along. In effect,
high performers never stop working to build
sustainable future value. Like the rest, they
endure tough times—but during those
periods, they work harder to strengthen

Figure 1: research shows that, when times are tough, high performers excel at maintaining operational and cash management
discipline. They also view economic downturns as opportunities to improve business performance, capture new market share,
and strengthen their competitive positions.

their strategic positions. And regardless of
what they actually call it, many practice rapid
and sustained cost management (R&SCM).
Following is a close look at the art and
science of R&SCM, including a look at how
this concept is being applied by several of the
world’s most innovative companies, and what
companies across Asia Pacific can learn from
these experiences.

Rapid and sustained cost
management: the basics
The essence of rapid and sustained cost
management is rigorously scrutinising costs,
assets and investments along the entire value
chain: from R&D, through the supply chain, to
customer service. The objective is to control
the speed of cost reduction and the delivery
of cash to the bottom line, while retaining
critical business capabilities, integrity and
future sources of value.
Thus the procedural
is to review
190mm xkey
60 mm

processes from beginning to end in order to
identify cost drivers and optimise the value
from the costs incurred. R&SCM also seeks
to assess the impacts, risks and sustainability
of potential cost-reduction actions, and
identifies those that make strategic sense and
can be executed in a rapid time frame (Figure
2). With this approach, companies are still able
to create value by generating incremental
cash. Based on organisational priorities, this
cash can be used to solidify existing market
positions (e.g., building equity in products,
services and people) while funding new
initiatives and directions. Organisations thus
become leaner, simpler and more clearly
focused. Their investment risk profile may
also improve, making them more attractive
to lenders and shareholders.
R&SCM approaches are situational, so
the mission here is not to prescribe specific
remedies. As noted in the referenced case
studies, actual initiatives vary significantly:

Global Supply Chain Solutions
That Transcend Economic Uncertainties
Whether demand is on the rise or falling, our outsourcing
solutions can help you withstand market instability and
deliver a consistently profitable supply chain.
Supply Chain. Aftermarket. e-Business. Entitlement Management.
For more information,visit us online www.moduslink.com.
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Revenue/Cost Items

Lever Pulled
Negotiate better supplier arrangements
Seek alternative suppliers
Consolidate suppliers
Procurement spend reduction

and sustained cost management initiative:
those that drive operating advantage and
those that drive structural advantage.

Typical % Improvement

Direct materials and other
supplies






Manufacturing labor

 Lean & Six Sigma

 10 - 15% savings

Direct overheads to acquire
and convert materials and
supplies

 Optimize energy
consumption, consider
alternative uses and
supplies

 3 - 5% efficiency gains

Cost to distribute

 Optimize cost to serve
 Distribution network optimisation
 Renegotiate customer trading terms

 4 - 5% efficiency gains

Inbound freight costs

 Pass back cost to supplier

 4 - 5% efficiency gains

Warehousing costs &
shipping / handling

 Network optimization
 Lean & Six Sigma
 Store assortment
optimization

 15 - 25% reduction in
inventory and carrying costs

Internal transfer costs

 Tax optimization across
value chain

 TBD

 5 - 15% savings
 10 - 15% savings

1. Building operating advantage

Depreciation

Reduce
Cost of Goods
Sold

Copyright © 2009 Accenture All rights reserved.
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Figure 2: when considering the major cost elements across the supply chain (cost of good sold), one needs to: 1) carefully
break down the cost elements, 2) understand the levers needed to improve those costs, and 3) incorporate references,
benchmarks and outside assistance to determine what is feasible. The two largest percent savings in cost of goods sold
come from reducing manufacturing labour cost and reducing warehousing costs.

from attacking excessive consumption
and rationalising roles, to reducing wage
and procurement rates, eliminating crossfunctional redundancies and optimising the
cost-value relationship. Decisions are based on
multiple factors: probability of success, timing
of benefits, ease of implementation, impact
on business continuity, people dimensions,
and the potential for margin and cash flow
improvement, to name a few.
 Rapid and sustained cost management
case study: a large high-tech equipment
manufacturer recently set out to reduce the
complexity of its sales operations from lead
to order. By conducting a segmentation
analysis of past opportunities based
on size and complexity, it was able to
develop a ‘deal factory’ solution that
reduced cycle time by more than 50%
for small simple deals. The deal factory
was staffed by lower-cost resources with
strong telesales skills. By rationalising
the roles and making sure that the right
people were focused on the right tasks,
the deal factory eliminated numerous
administrative and small-deal-tracking
activities from the field sales force, thus
giving them a full extra day per week to
sell. That enabled the company to start
focusing its field sales force on growth in
a new market and product space: growing
the business while reducing costs.
 Lessons for Asia Pacific companies: the
product portfolios of many branded
consumer goods companies in Asia Pacific
cover a wide spectrum. This is not atypical,
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

given the myriad end markets, retailers
and consumers that they are seeking to
reach with the best value proposition.
The problem, however, is the cost of
complexity relative to the incremental
value achieved in top-line growth and
margin. In tough times, it is thus more
vital than ever for companies across the
region to reduce the cost of complexity,
while creating new disciplined business
practices focused on sustaining this
improvement. Areas such as product
and brand development, manufacturing,
distribution, advertising and promotion,
and sales support can all be positively
affected by reducing cost to serve while
increasing insight into the impact on key
activities, margins and service levels.

Key components of rapid and
sustained cost management
Two approaches typically comprise a rapid

Operating advantage is about rationalising,
simplifying and automating current operating
capabilities to identify quick wins and drive
margin and cash flow improvements.
Operating advantage looks at the current
state of the business and asks “What can we do
better, faster and cheaper while maintaining
or improving our customer service?”
In good times or bad, end-to-end
process-driven analysis of activities from
the customer back through the operation
is the way to create operating advantage.
Good candidates for analysis include leadto-cash (sales operations), procure-to-pay
(procurement to accounts payable), hireto-retire (all the processes that treat the
employee as a customer of the business)
and plan-to-manage (strategic planning
focused on managing business performance).
Other potential initiatives include product
portfolio rationalisation; span-of-control
optimisation; global resource and site
location rationalisation; and marketing spend
optimisation.
 Rapid and sustained cost management
case study: a large global consumer
goods manufacturer set out to reduce
its warranty costs, which were averaging
12% of revenue. By gaining a deep understanding of warranty cost drivers and
end-to-end warranty-focused processes,
the company was able to make changes
in its business rules and operating model.
The result: a 50% cost reduction with no
decline in customer satisfaction.
 Lessons for Asia Pacific companies: as the
APAC-wide install base for items ranging
from vehicles to mobile handsets grows

❝

The product portfolios of many branded consumer goods
companies in Asia Pacific cover a wide spectrum. This is
not atypical, given the myriad end markets, retailers and
consumers that they are seeking to reach with the best value
proposition. The problem, however, is the cost of complexity
relative to the incremental value achieved in top-line growth
and margin. In tough times, it is thus more vital than ever for
companies across the region to reduce the cost of complexity,
while creating new disciplined business practices focused on
sustaining this improvement.
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dramatically, so too
Continuous improvement
Targeted intervention
Transformational programme
does the importance of
Getting the most from core businesses
Thoughtful operating model
Redefining the end state and aligning all
today
adaptation for key opportunities
organization capabilities in support
service management.
• Recent investments in new capabilities
• Compelling reason to change with
• Urgent need to change and adapt over
Applicability
This creates a range
• Unrealised value in business
lower time urgency
a longer time horizon
capabilities
• Market discontinuity provides new
• Stagnant market/industry position with
of new ser vice and
• Organisation well-positioned against
opportunity or threat
inability to maintain peer position
competitors
warranty-management
models that must
• Protect position and outpace
• Take advantage of market
• Leap frog the competition
Objectives
competitors
opportunities
• Substantial and sustainable position
1) meet consumers’
• Lower execution costs and improve
• Profitably grow market share
• Develop strategic agility
rising expectations
margins
• Certainty of outcome is important
• Pace of outcome is important
for service lead times
• Quick benefit impact
• Return on investment easily measured
• Creates conditions for change
Advantages
and quality and 2)
• Small relative investment
• Considered design
• Holistic design and benefit assessment
• Becomes natural part of doing
• Integrated into the core business
• Existing/new market growth platform
address the cost- and
business
diversity requirements
• Target operating model clearly defined
• Target operating model clearly defined
• Target operating model defined but
Structure
for a major process (minor edits can
for the entire company
likely to evolve through a set of
of markets and
occur)
• Major initiatives well-defined,
deliberate, incremental changes
geographies across the
• Comprises a mix of large, medium and
prioritised and sequenced
• Large number of small/medium-sized
small initiatives
initiatives
region. Many of APAC’s
savviest companies
Figure 3: each kind of journey toward high performance—continuous improvement, targeted intervention or transformation—has its own
are responding to this
characteristics and considerations
challenge with more
centralised operating
business operating model, drive long-term
models. This approach leverages
among countries. Some, such as China and
profitable growth and demonstrate multi-year
economies of scale for managing the
India, must naturally focus on how to keep
aspirations to stakeholders and the market.
transactional side of service and warranty
growth alive, and not solely on managing
management, promotes alternatively
costs to ensure renewed strength and
 Rapid and sustained cost management
sourced, shared-services operations, and
competitive advantage when the storm
case study: by focusing on structural
helps create regional distribution hubs
lifts. This is why different approaches not
opportunities, an equipment
(often tax advantaged) for spare parts.
only to cost management, but also to the
manufacturer recently identified a 30%
overall achievement of high performance
cost-reduction
opportunity
in
its
supply
are vital. Companies and countries that rise
2. Building structural advantage
chain
network.
The
savings
were
driven
faster also have the potential to fall more
Structural advantage is about determining the
by developing a global resource and
quickly—particularly compared to more
right portfolio of businesses, capital structure,
site location strategy, which included
mature, lower-growth, large-volume markets
organisational structure and geographic
extensive use of flexible space for an
such as Japan, Korea and Australia, where
presence. It implies a systematic and analytical
increasingly mobile workforce, and the
margins may be tighter and more entrenched
approach to increasing the efficiency of
alignment and consolidation of the efforts
business practices and policies influence
assets such as capital, property, plant and
of each corporate function to use shared
the pace and criticality of underlying cost
equipment, and people. Structural advantage
services based in low-cost locations.
structures.
looks beyond the current state of the business
 Lessons for Asia Pacific companies: across
As shown in Figure 3, most companies
and asks “What is happening internally and
supply chain networks and supporting
tend to follow one of three basic paths to the
externally, and how does it affect our current
office environments, the deployment
betterment of their business: 1) continuous
business model?” Looking forward, it asks,
of a more regional network-modelling
improvement (steady enhancements across
“what could this business be tomorrow, and
approach can significantly improve the
the board); 2) targeted intervention (e.g.,
are we structured appropriately to achieve
cost effectiveness of manufacturing and
optimising one particular process, function,
these goals?”
distribution. Similarly, the creation of
business unit and/or market at a time); or
To gain structural advantage, companies
more central shared services centres for
3) transformation (building a different kind
need to assess and rationalise their portfolio
supporting procurement and supply chain
of organisational model across functions,
of assets. Based on that analysis, they may
planning can drive new economies—
businesses and/or markets). None of these
wish to consider changing the structure
particularly given the tax-optimisation
is inconsistent with the drive toward high
of key parts of the organisation. Actions
opportunities available in many APAC
performance, and none is incompatible
might include financial restructuring to
regions.
with the application of rapid and sustained
improve debt to equity ratios; organisational
cost management principles. In fact, rapid
consolidation and restructuring to improve
and sustained cost management may be
agility; reconfiguring physical assets based on
High performance in tough
the universal antidote for our times: a way
a regional/global resource and site location
times is synonymous with
that each individual company can preserve
strategy; and acquiring or divesting businesses
rapid and sustained cost
what it has, while positioning itself most
to reshape the portfolio of businesses for the
management
appropriately for the better times that,
future. Structural initiatives are intended
Recipes for weathering a financial crisis
eventually, are sure to arrive.
to reduce the cost and complexity of the
differ not only among companies but
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y the time you read this, some more
people will have been added to
the growing list of unemployed
executives. With high levels of inventory
putting strain on many companies in the
midst of the current downturn, employees
are often paying the price to rescue bottom
lines — an obscenely high price to pay and
due at least in part because of a failure to
create supply chains agile enough to survive
in different economic environments.
As supply chain managers, we have an
unprecedented task on our hands today. As
the world economic outlook looks gloomy
for the coming year at least, we need to
deliver serious cost reduction in the face
of dwindling customer demand, reduced
resources and reduced budgets.
In the supply chain of any organisation,
five key areas can be approached with a view
to reducing supply chain costs:
• Inventory reduction
• Product rationalisation
• Customer segmentation
• Supplier base management
• Network optimisation

Inventory reduction:

strategies
and tactics
for survival

High inventory levels justified to maintain desired levels of
customer service have become a pain in the supply chain
amid falling demand in Asian and global markets. Veteran
inventory manager Amit Agarwal outlines eight key rules to
follow when undertaking an inventory reduction strategy at
your organisation
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Out of this list it is inventory reduction
that is the most effective means of reducing
supply chain costs. While some companies
argue that maintaining inventory at higher
levels benefits customer service, the reality
is that the right mix of current inventory,
elimination of old and obsolete inventory,
tight integration of inventory levels with
demand planning, and identification of
appropriate safety stock targets, leads to
higher levels of customer service.
Moreover, the high inventory levels
justified earlier as necessary to maintain
desired levels of customer service have
become a pain in the supply chain as
customer demand has decreased sharply.
Inventory reduction has become the most
important task in the agenda of any supply
chain manager today.
Following are eight basic rules to follow
in your inventory reduction strategy.

1. Involve top management
In the current climate, the inventory reduction
task can be overwhelming and there will be
occasions where even basic supply chain
design philosophy will be questioned.
Quick policy decisions will be required, so
it is imperative that the lead is taken by the
CEO himself and that he or she personally

supply
infrastructure
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monitors the progress of the inventory
reduction project.

2. See the bigger picture
Numbers on the company balance sheet
do not tell the whole inventory story. An
organisation’s overall inventory can be
divided into three parts.
1. Raw materials, W.I.P., finished goods,
etc., located on premises owned by
the company, captured under the term
‘inventory’ in the company’s financial
accounting system, and therefore
appearing in the company’s balance
sheet. This excludes all materials inside
the company premises that are not
owned by the company, such as, for
example, customer supplied parts,
vendor’s inventory, and so on.
2. Inventory of tools, maintenance spares,
misc. production items, un-utilised assets,
scrap, old and used materials, etc, owned
and available inside company premises
but not captured by the company’s
financial accounting system under
the term ‘inventory’ and therefore not
reflected on the company’s balance
sheet.
3. All materials (raw materials, finished
goods, spares, consumables, etc.)
in-transit or stored by a 3PL outside
premises owned by the company. This
also includes raw materials available
with the company’s vendors for which
the company has made commitments for
usage in future, or which are made as per
the company’s specific purchase orders
and cannot be diverted elsewhere. This
also includes finished goods available to
customers that the company has to take
back
Traditionally, inventory reduction efforts
have focused mainly on the first of the
three categories above. This, however,
often accounts for less than 40% of overall
inventory. Significant cost reduction can
be achieved in the other two categories as
well and as a result an impressive overall
improvement can be shown. The mantra
here is that in order to get a bigger piece
of the cake, one should increase the size of
cake itself.
For each of the above three categories
of inventory, all inventory reduction
activities should meet the following three
requirements.

❝

One of the major
impediments to inventory
reduction is the mistaken
notion that inventory reduction
can only be achieved through
better inventory management.
The real culprits of excess
inventory are the inefficient
business processes in the
overall supply chain. It is often
the case that the real causes
of excess inventory lie outside
the purview of supply chain
managers. The customer
order booking process
handled by the marketing
team may, for example,
require a reality check.

❞

1. Deliver reliable short term results
2. Deliver sustainable long term efficiencies
3. Support — or at least avoid
compromising — strategic positioning

3. Re-engineer order-to-deliver cycle
Excess inventory can only be significantly
reduced when the cross-functional business
Inventory category
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processes that caused it to exist are fixed. It is
futile to think that inventories can be isolated
and managed separately. Inventory levels
are invariably the result of how well crossfunctional business processes really work.
Many inventory reductions can be achieved
by shortening cycle times and finding ways to
do things faster, better, and cheaper.
One of the major impediments to
inventory reduction is the mistaken notion
that inventory reduction can be achieved only
by better inventory management. The actual
culprits of excess inventory are the inefficient
business processes in the overall supply chain
and not necessarily inventory management
alone. It is often the case that the real causes
of excess inventory lie outside the purview of
supply chain managers. The customer order
booking process handled by the marketing
team may, for example, require a reality
check. This also makes top management
involvement in any major inventory reduction
project a critical success factor.

4. Improve supplier collaboration
By improving supplier collaboration, a
company can reduce inventory, improve time
to market, compress cycle times, free up cash,
decrease costs and improve profitability.
Web-enabled computer-to-computer links
with suppliers can be established to provide
them with a ‘window’ to operations. Through
this window, suppliers can find out when the
manufacturer will run out of the item they
supply and automatically restock. This also

Short term (tactical
actions)

Long term (strategic) actions

Inside premises,
reflected on balance
sheet

1. Establish consignment
stock warehouse outside
company’s premises
2. Time the finished goods’
dispatches and raw material
receipts well

1. Make inventory policy
agreements with customers and
vendors
2. Take up specific supplier
collaboration projects

Inside premises, not
reflected on balance
sheet

1. Stop procurement
2. Deplete non-usable items

1. Strengthen ERP to improve
visibility and ownership of
inventory
2. Do process improvement
activities for reducing requirement

Outside premises

1. Increase monitoring
frequency
2. Postpone shipments

1 Strengthen ERP for real-time
data sharing with logistics service
providers, suppliers’ outbound
logistics, and customers’ inbound
logistics
2. Take up specific projects to
reduce cash-to-cash cycle time
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raw materials should
be acquired, converted
into finished goods and
sold to customers so fast
that inventories don’t
have time to become a
liability.

Top management involvement

Re-engineer order- to-delivery cycle

‘10X change’
of economic
slowdown

Make supply
chain more
agile

Supply chain
improvement
cycle

Use effective
performance
metrics

Improve
supplier
collaboration

Improve
production
scheduling

Utilise pull-based inventory
system

See the bigger picture

❝

The common, and unfortunately accepted, result of
poor production scheduling is invariably manufacturing flow
imbalances, causing bottlenecks and reducing throughput.
This results in erratic output, more inventory, and longer cycle
times. The old illogical scheduling logic used by most MRP II
and ERP systems needs to be replaced with an approach that
works for you rather than against you.

❞

enables both manufacturers and suppliers to
fine-tune their respective production batch
sizes so that there are no leftovers.

5. Improve production scheduling
This is one of the least understood and
appreciated aspects of manufacturing
control. The common, and unfortunately
accepted, result of poor production
scheduling is invariably manufacturing
flow imbalances, causing bottlenecks and
reducing throughput. This results in erratic
output, more inventory, and longer cycle
times. The old illogical scheduling logic used
by most MRP II and ERP systems needs to be
replaced with an approach that works for you
rather than against you.

6. Use effective performance metrics
It is surprising that many manufacturers
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

actually reward behaviour that tends
to bloat inventory levels. For instance,
if production performance is based on
efficiency, utilisation, and standard hours
produced for overhead absorption, you can
be sure that parts will get produced and put
into inventory even when there is no other
rational reason to do so.

7. Utilise pull based on actual demand
Many manufacturers base raw material and/or
finished goods inventory levels on inaccurate
long-term sales forecasts. The high cost of
these ‘bad numbers’ — if they aimlessly drive
operations, as they often do — depresses
overall supply chain performance. One
result is that companies that use a total ‘push’
inventory system invariably end up with
high inventories in a slowing economy. For
achieving effectiveness with working capital,

Survival &
growth

8. Make your supply
chain more agile

When a manufacturer
is rigidly set up for long
production runs, there is
a tendency to maintain
higher than necessary
production levels, even
in the face of reduced
demand. The ‘inflexible’
manufacturer maintains
high production to
absorb overheads
in inventory and to
make ‘bad’ numbers
look good. In order to
reduce inventory while
simultaneously increasing levels of customer
service, more and more manufacturers today
are building flexibility into their operations.
Flexible manufacturing can lead to shorter
lead times, higher quality products, a better
delivery record, improved customer service,
and better pricing.
As outsourcing of manufacturing has
increased, due to make or buy decisions made
in the past when projections for demand
were very high, the current slowdown has
also necessitated a review of these decisions
based on new numbers.

Conclusion
The current economic meltdown, or ‘10X
change’, has brought an opportunity to
shed the flab and redefine the rules of
the game. The companies that are able to
survive and grow will be those that accept
the challenges of making supply chain
improvements and manage to carry them
out quickly enough.

About the Author
Amit Agarwal has been managing inventory levels at
automotive, chemicals and FMCG companies for more than
12 years. Amit can be contacted at amitagarwal2008@
email.iimcal.ac.in
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Approaching

sustainability
For years, sustainability was a term loosely affiliated with the environmental movement as a way
to live. Manufacturers considered to be ‘sustainable’ organisations were few, and for service
providers, the application of the terminology was often questionable. It is now very evident
that firms are increasingly under pressure from end customers to change business models to
focus on sustainability. In this feature, Richard Brubaker, managing director of China Strategic
Development Partners, advises organisations on how to take sustainability seriously

E

ven in the face of global recession,
firms continue to come under pressure
from consumers and other quarters to
conduct business in a manner considered
more environmentally friendly. Indeed, while
the dramatic images of drowning polar bears
imprinted onto the minds of consumers over
the past years and the extreme spike in the
price of oil last year brought a strong sense
of urgency to the push for more sustainable
business practices on a global level, the
current recession will very likely accelerate
the trend. For many firms, the antidote to a
recession economy is, after all, a matter of
cutting waste and increasing efficiency, which
is essentially what becoming a sustainable
business is all about.
The current recession is also bringing once
again to the fore the idea that consumers,
particularly American consumers, have been
spending well beyond their means, and that
it is only through the irresponsible efforts of
corporations that this has been possible. Fair
or unfair, the hint of a backlash against waste
and general tightening of belts all around
also dovetails very well with the ideas behind
more sustainable business.
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

Redefining sustainability for supply chain
managers
For those who view sustainability as
investment in solar panels, or hybrid cars,
or green buildings, the request to make it
a core part of business models will sound
unreasonable. However, for those executives
who come to understand that the core of
sustainability is about doing more with less,
their first steps towards meeting market
expectations will lead them to analysis and
improvement of their supply chains.
When meeting with organisations to
discuss sustainability, one of the things that I
am constantly learning is just how closely the
concept of sustainability is associated with
past beliefs about what needs to be done
to ‘save’ the environment. The belief is often
that changing light bulbs, using double-sided
tape and buying solar panels are the solutions
for a business that wants to be considered
sustainable.
Clearly, the issues that every organisation
seeking to transform to a sustainable
operation faces go much deeper than this,
into the core of organisational and operating
processes, product design, and so on. It is

not just about clean air and planting trees to
clean the air, it is about developing processes
that reduce the air pollution in the first place.
When it comes to sustainability, one of the
first things that should be clarified is that
the environmental movement is — and
should continue to be — separate from the
sustainability movement.
A key requirement for any business looking
to really transform itself into a sustainable
organisation is that the transformation
is made part of the organisation’s core
philosophy. The organisation can then begin
to identify, on a holistic level, opportunities
to reduce waste and opportunities to create
sustainable platforms that bring increasing
returns. Bringing the idea of sustainability
into the core philosophy of the organisation
also means it is in a strong position to
implement sustainability programmes in
a manner in which their impact spans the
breadth of the organisation.
Moving away from waste
Take an objective look at nearly everything
we purchase as consumers and you will
find that it follows a basic lifecycle process.
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Materials are extracted; there is a process or
series of processes to create the product; the
product is packaged, a sale takes place, the
product is used, the product is thrown away.
Anyone involved in purchasing raw materials
in the past five years will attest to the fact
that we cannot continue producing things
in the same manner as we have up to now;
that — environmental concerns aside — it
would simply be too expensive as the price
of metals, plastics, oil and other commodities
have all soared. Our time is perhaps the first
time that economies have started to fully
understand the value of waste, and the
savings that result from creating products in
closed loop systems.
We have created products and processes
that consume energy, produce hazardous
waste, involve multiple transportation movements, and further burden the environment
through incidental waste streams. This was an
issue that we began addressing at the consumer level through ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’
campaigns, but while consumers have taken
up the habit of separating their garbage,
industry has yet to fully embrace the ideas
of how to create products and supply chains
that reduce the need for materials, effectively
reuse materials, and increase the ability to
recycle remaining waste materials.

While only one of a dozen printers offered
by HP, it is an option far beyond many other
printers in its class, and shows that through
a holistic process that considers waste from
design through manufacturing through
usage to end-of-life, economically viable and
sensible sustainable products and processes
can be developed.

Reducing e-waste through design and
materials
Few industries have created more waste
over the past 20 years than the consumer
electronics industry where new products
are designed at such a pace that product
obsolescence often precedes product end
of life. In other words, before a product
has failed, it is typically discarded for a
replacement that is seen as better. It is an
industry where products and the processes
to create and distribute them create a large
amount of waste, but it is also an industry
seeing change as consumers begin to
fully appreciate the environmental cost of
consumer electronics items.
To address such concern, HP developed
the HP D2545 printer and unveiled it as a
‘green option’ — 83% of the total plastic used
to produce the unit is made from recycled
plastics, and it uses HP 60 ink cartridges
which are molded from recycled plastic
resins, a product and process that results in
significantly lower waste. In designing the
unit, HP also looked at packaging and used
materials that are 100% recyclable.

Create platforms that bring increasing
returns
Removing waste once, or through a single
product line, is a relatively easy step to take.
But for a company to see the full benefits of
sustainability, a complete shift in corporate
culture needs to occur.
Waste reduction in some form is
something many modern organisations are
undertaking through ISO certification, Six
Sigma, and a host of other lean certification
programmes. While effective ways to tackle
waste, such programmes are not enough
and need to be expanded in order to achieve
the real gains that becoming a sustainable
business in a holistic sense has to offer.
What is required for this is everyone from
the design group through the logistics and
distribution group to coordinate internally,
and for the organisation to open itself up to
dialogue on the elements of its supply chain
outside its four walls.
Wal-Mart recently started undertaking this
sort of dialogue and is currently working out
solutions with its supply chain contributors
and partners. This is a very big undertaking

HP developed the HP
D2545 printer and unveiled
it as a ‘green option’ — 83%
of the total plastic used to
produce the unit is made
from recycled plastics, and
it uses HP 60 ink cartridges
which are molded from
recycled plastic resins, a
product and process that
results in significantly lower
waste. In designing the unit,
HP also looked at packaging
and used materials that are
100% recyclable.

❞
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and a significant step in the global drive for
more sustainable business practices. It is
normal at the moment for the majority of
organisations to collaborate with partners in
areas only seen as absolutely necessary to the
operation of business.
In order to realise a holistic and deep shift
toward more sustainable business models,
communication between different partners in
the supply chain is vital. Product designers, for
instance, need to understand the constraints
of logistics partners responsible for packing
containers and making sure shipments fully
maximise costs, both financial and in terms
of carbon footprint.
Simply removing waste from the current
supply chain, though, is not enough, and in
reality for organisations to see the full fruits
of developing a more sustainable mindset,
they will need to develop a much stronger
platform that allows products to be created
using less materials and products that are
capable of being recycled.
Product design and material selection
In terms of product design, a majority of
products are currently conceptualised
without consideration of anything other than
how and why a consumer would be attracted
to them. While some key product design
outfits are beginning to expand their criteria
at the conceptual stage, few have yet to take
into account how products will be disposed of
at the end of their life cycles. Almost certainly,
the manner in which products are disposed of
will not only become more of a consideration
at the product conceptualisation stage, but
actually a key selling point and part of the
overall appeal of the product.
Taking into account how recycled parts
from previous models can be used in new
product design, as well as other ways designs
can be leveraged to contribute to future
product generations, will also become more
prevalent.
For both consumer and producer,
these developments are of the ‘win-win’
variety, in that they mean less waste, less
spend on materials, and reduced energy
consumption.
Doing it with packaging
One of the easiest ways to reduce waste is
simply reducing the amount of packaging
required in products. Overpackaging is a
problem that is in large part due to a lack of
communication and transparency within
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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an organisation. For many products, the
two primary goals of packaging are product
protection and marketing. Quick savings
on packaging can be made if members
of the design, production, logistics, and
marketing teams communicate better with
one another. As volumes of packaging are
reduced, gains in transportation are also
realised.
To help develop supplier buy-in to its
sustainability drive, in 2008 Wal-Mart brought
suppliers together with a competition to
see who could find the greatest packaging
reductions without sacrificing product
quality or placement. It turned out to be
an exercise that demonstrated the reality
of the scale of gains that could be made.
HP’s solution resulted in a 97% reduction in
packaging for one laptop line. A product that
once required a box, Styrofoam protection,
and plastic covers was inserted into a bike
messenger bag, set inside a master carton
with two other laptops, and shipped with
cords and materials all included.
Transportation
Of all the areas of the supply chain,
transportation is the one that is perhaps
least likely to be directly controlled by
manufacturers as many do not operate
their own fleets. Cleary, the gains to be

made through better collaboration between
logistics providers and manufacturers in
terms of demand planning and product
distribution are very large indeed.
Again, it is an area where there is much
work to be done. In my conversations with
logistics service providers, it is often revealed
that manufacturers rarely give much thought
to the fact that how they design, package and
plan their shipments can radically alter the
footprint of their movement.
At a basic level, there needs to
be assessment of how decisions of an
organisation related to product development
may impact the transportation of the product,
and the gains that can be made from
consideration of this early on and effective
collaboration between the manufacturer
and logistics partner. On another level, it
entails understanding that different modes
of transportation require different resources
and have different environmental impact
levels, and factoring this understanding
into product development, demand and
distribution planning.
Conclusion
A truly sustainable product platform, built
in a holistic manner, would start with the
process of understanding how each step
along the supply chain impacts the overall

Following are examples of companies recognised
as taking appropriate steps towards transforming
to sustainable businesses
Interface flooring - www.interfaceglobal.com
The world’s largest modular flooring company. Its founder
and CEO had an epiphany that his firm needed to drastically
change its business operations to help avert a global disaster.
In the years that followed, he redesigned his products from full
floor carpets to modular carpets, redeveloped processes and
products so old carpets could become new, and changed fibre
composites to more environmentally-friendly materials.
BYD - www.byd.com
Earlier this year BYD grabbed headlines by unveiling the
first electronic car, and as one of the world’s largest battery
producers, they are doing research that will extend battery lives
for many of the electronic items we use daily.
Haworth - www.haworth.com
One of the largest office furniture manufacturers in the world,
Haworth has embarked on a path to sustainability by greening
their operations in Shanghai (no landfill waste from factory).
Haworth is engaging the NGO community (partnering with
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

product line, and then work to reduce
the total impact by designing products
and processes that are symbiotic. It is a
process that is not focused on quick gains,
or a single product line, but one built on a
fundamental understanding that firms have
an opportunity and obligation to begin
creating product whose environmental
impact can be mitigated to the greatest
extent possible while understanding that this
process of creating efficient supply chains
will increase returns for the company.
Sustainability is not simply adding a bit
of green to an annual report, or developing
one green product somehow expected to
compensate for the rest of the portfolio of
items produced. It is a business mindset
and process that firms must take on. It is a
mindset that will drive a culture of constant
innovation; a culture of pride in what an
organisation is producing, and a mindset that
will ultimately attract citizens to purchase the
items produced.
Its process is one that will require a
concerted and coordinated effort all along
product supply chains — from design
to landfill — which will in turn bring
other intangible returns as increased
supply chain partner collaboration brings
increased visibility and efficiency all along
the chain.

JUCCCE), developing products from recyclable content that
have longer lifecycles, and are easy to recycle themselves.
Shokay - www.shokay.com
Luxury products with a conscience, Shokay’s roots are in
addressing the issue of poverty alleviation by bringing to
market the products of those at the bottom of the pyramid.
Developing a model that used the underbelly fibre from Yaks,
Shokay’s “Yakschemere” products are now sold in the US,
China, and Japan.
Esquel Group - www.esquel.com
To encourage employee creativity in reducing energy
consumption and pollution, company executives regularly
evaluate employee project proposals, offer bonuses to winners
and help them put their ideas into practice. Esquel has invested
more than US$50m in energy-efficient and eco-friendly projects
over the past decade.
Serious Materials - www.seriousmaterials.com
Identifying that the largest user of energy is buildings, Serious
Materials is focused on bringing energy efficient materials to
the real estate construction market.
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The credit
and cashflow
problems
characterising
the current
global
economic
downturn
are making new supply chain
finance (SCF) tools more
attractive to both buyers and
suppliers. But as Catherine
Truel reports, supply chain
finance can be much more
than simply a source of
finance for supply chains

W

hile logistics managers were busy
adapting to high energy costs
affecting the physical supply chain,
the financial supply chain was getting out
of control. Limited liquidity in the market
is affecting global traders who need to
raise working capital to finance long lead
times with several months often separating
purchase order from payment. In addition,
traders often face requests from buyers for
extended payment terms exceeding 90
days, leaving them carrying the weight of
heavy financing requirements at a time when
finance is difficult to get and expensive.
For smaller suppliers, letters of credit
(LC) have traditionally been the supply
chain finance instrument of choice. In the
current climate, however, opening a letter
of credit has become very expensive, or
simply impossible, as banks may not accept
guarantees from one another.
But LC’s are not the only option in the
trade finance product range. If in some parts
of the world, like The Middle East, LC’s are
indispensable, in others, they are increasingly
being replaced by ‘open account’.
A payment by open account is simply a
bank transfer from the buyer’s bank account
to the supplier’s. Where LC’s require heavy
and cumbersome administration, payments
on open account are cheap and fast, although
the supplier is asked to take additional risks. If
the LC is one of the safer means of payment
in international trade, open account does
not offer any protection against delinquent
payments.

F

inance
and the
supply chain
In recent years, large multinational
corporations — often the customers of
those small suppliers — are increasingly
moving away from LC’s to open account,
at least for strategic suppliers. Banks and

financial institutions have responded with
SCF products that are changing the way
supply chains are financed and controlled.
While the management of the physical supply
chain has made tremendous progress over

❝

Reverse factoring offers benefits to all parties. The
supplier gets quick access to cash at the early stage of the
order and at a rate usually reserved for large corporations.
Banks are in contact with new suppliers they can convert
into customers and can cross-sell products and services.
The buyer strengthens the relationship with the supplier.
This last benefit is critical, as large corporations are
outsourcing more of their processes and relying on fewer
suppliers, which creates increased risk of suppliers
struggling to get access to working capital putting entire
supply chains in danger.

❞
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the past 20 years, the financial side is just
starting to catch up. Finance and treasury
departments, helped by new technology
and supported by financial institutions, have
been quietly taking control of the supply
chain. In light of the current credit crunch,
cash management is rapidly showing itself
to be the most powerful supply chain
component.

❝

Factoring and reverse factoring

Finance departments are increasingly under pressure
from rating agencies and investors to deliver liquid balance
sheets containing as little inventory as possible. Some
companies have seen the opportunity to use SCF to transfer
the ownership of the goods to the SCF provider and move
inventory off balance sheets. These practices are currently
being looked into in many countries, and it is likely that
regulation relating to them will appear in the near future.

For some suppliers, factoring has become
the antidote to credit and cashflow scarcity.
Factoring involves the sale of sales invoices
to a ‘factor’, usually a bank or a financial
institution, before they are due for payment.
The factor pays the invoice, giving the
supplier immediate access to cash. On the
invoice due date, the factor collects the
payment from the buyer. For the service,
the supplier pays a fee to the factor, often in
the form of a percentage of the transaction
value.
Factoring, however, can only work if the

supplier is a company with excellent credit
rating. It cannot be used by small companies
in emerging economies where accurate
credit information is not always available.
In these cases, the SCF solution is “reverse
factoring”. Here it is the buyer, often a large
corporation, which sells its purchase invoices
to the factor instead of the supplier selling its
sales invoices. In practice, the supplier sends
his invoice to the buyer and the bank. Once
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the buyer has checked and approved the
invoice, the supplier can receive the payment
immediately. At the invoice due date, which
can easily be 90 days or later, the buyer will
pay the bank.
There are many variations of the process
and reverse factoring can be used at any
point of the supply chain from raw material,
post-shipment or even for inventory of
finished goods. To obtain financing at the

supply chain - finance

pre-shipment stage, for instance, a buyer will
send a purchase order (PO) to his supplier and
a copy to the bank. Once the PO is confirmed,
the bank pays the supplier. When the goods
are ready, the supplier sends a copy of the
invoice and shipping documents to the buyer
with a copy to the bank. On the invoice due
date, the buyer pays the bank.

Less risk, better linkages
For Arvind Sonmale, managing director & CEO
of Global Trade Finance Ltd (GTF), a provider of
International factoring, an effective approach
to SCF is increasingly important in the overall
success of organisations. “Well-planned SCF
will enable the organisation to be successful
at the global level. Generally, finance is
provided with recourse to Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) or corporate houses,
so relieving the burden of giving collateral.
It reduces the receivables turnover period, as
the funds are made available in advance. Less
risk is involved as OEMs or corporate houses
generally have good financial stature.
“As SCF covers the entire value chain

increased risk of suppliers struggling to get
access to working capital putting entire
supply chains in danger.
“A t G T F, e x p o r t f a c t o r i n g i s a
comprehensive receivable management
service encompassing finance, credit
protection, collection, and sales ledger
management for exports on open account
terms,” says Arvind. “Import factoring is
another financial service that enables the
purchasing of goods from an overseas
supplier on short term credit of up to 180
days on open account terms without the
need for opening a letter of credit. As an
importer, one will receive credit from one’s
overseas suppliers without incurring any
additional cost charged to a factor like GTF.
The primary obligation would be to make
payment to the factor on the due date.”
With reverse factoring, buyers can request
extended payment terms to meet corporate
targets for working capital and cash flow.
Furthermore, it allows corporations to pay
invoices in a single remittance to the bank,
instead of many payments to different

❝

Through bank platforms and e-treasury software, finance
directors can centralise their treasury function, allowing the
management and deployment of the company funds across
the region and globally. They can see the relationship between
cash and trade and intervene to prevent cash from supporting
supply chain processes that are financially inefficient.
Where logistics teams see inventory rotation, their finance
department sees free cash flow. Ultimately, this can create
some tensions between these two departments.

❞

of an organisation, right from the stage of
supplying the raw material to the last stage of
distribution of final product, it establishes the
linkage from supplier to the OEM or corporate
house to the ultimate distributor.”
Reverse factoring offers benefits to all
parties. The supplier gets quick access to
cash at the early stage of the order and at a
rate usually reserved for large corporations.
Banks are in contact with new suppliers they
can convert into customers and can cross-sell
products and services. The buyer strengthens
the relationship with the supplier. This last
benefit is critical, as large corporations are
outsourcing more of their processes and
relying on fewer suppliers, which creates

suppliers. Ultimately, this can help realise
the outsourcing of the accounts payable
function. Another advantage is that while
an LC is treated as a debt in the company’s
accounts, reverse factoring is not.
Reverse fac toring might not be
appropriate for all suppliers — the best
candidates would be small strategic suppliers
with low credit rating. Financial institutions
will, generally, approve only regular suppliers
with established trading records. Another
potential problem is that despite its rapid
growth, SCF regulations for cross-border
transactions are often still complex and can
have a negative impact on the tax supply
chain. In some countries, for instance, the
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Value Added Tax (VAT) is calculated on the
value of the entire transaction, not just on
the factor’s fee.

More than a source of finance
But SCF is more than just a source of finance.
It is in fact a powerful suite of services giving
the finance team a new visibility of their
financial supply chain. Finance departments
are increasingly under pressure from rating
agencies and investors to deliver liquid
balance sheets containing as little inventory
as possible. Some companies have seen
the opportunity to use SCF to transfer the
ownership of the goods to the SCF provider
and move inventory off balance sheets.
These practices are currently being looked
into in many countries, and it is likely that
regulation relating to them will appear in
the near future.
In the meantime, finance and treasury
departments increasingly use SCF tools
to scrutinise supply chain processes and
identify cash hidden in accounts payable or
inventory to achieve their operational and
working capital targets. Only a few years
ago, treasurers of large corporations had
limited visibility of their cash. Corporate
subsidiaries were using different banks with
cash dispersed across a multi-country and
multi-currency network of bank accounts
across regions such as Asia. With this system
it is quite common to have certain accounts
enjoying surpluses without accruing interest,
while others are running a deficit financed by
an expensive overdraft.
Today, through bank platforms and
e-treasury software, finance directors can
centralise their treasury function, allowing
the management and deployment of the
company funds across the region and globally.
They can see the relationship between cash
and trade and intervene to prevent cash
from supporting supply chain processes
that are financially inefficient. Where logistics
teams see inventory rotation, their finance
department sees free cash flow. Ultimately,
this can create some tensions between these
two departments. Determining the most
appropriate mode of transport or inventory
location can yield very different results when
analysed with either logistics or finance
measurement tools. Delivering goods on
time and on cost is not enough anymore.
From now on, the supply chain team must
also help meet financial targets and serve
financial efficiency.
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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库存分类

短期（战术）措施

长期（战略）措施

反映在资产负债表上的生产经

1. 在公司所属生产经营场所以外建立寄售仓库

1. 与客户和供应商确立库存协议

营场所内部情况

2. 合理确定制成品派遣和原材料接收所需时间

2. 建立具体的与供应商合作的项目

未反映在资产负债表上的生产

1. 停止采购

1. 加强ERP系统以增加能见度和对库存的控制

经营场所内部情况

2. 摒弃非实用物品

2. 改进加工过程以减少要求

生产经营场所外部

1. 增加监测频率

1. 加强EPR与物流服务供应商、供应商出站物

2. 推迟发货

流和客户入站物流共享实时数据
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2. 采用具体项目减少现金周转时间
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收入/成本项目

杠杆
• 商讨更佳的供应商组合

直接材料和其他供应商

• 寻找其他供应商

• 节省 5-15%

• 巩固现有供应商资源

• 节省10-15%

• 削减采购费用
生产劳动力

• 精益六西格玛

• 节省10-15%

• 节省10-15%优化能源消费，
考虑其他使用和供应

• 效率提高3-5%

• 优化服务成本

• 效率提高4-5%

贬值

降低产品
销售成本

获得直接间接成本和更
换材料和供应商

分配成本

• 优化分配网络
• 重新讨论客户交易条款

入站货物成本

仓库成本和装卸/运送

• 将成本回传给供应商

• 效率提高4-5%

• 优化网络

• 库存和搬运成本减少
15-25%

• 精益六西格玛
• 优化存储分类

内部转运成本

• 待确定
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持续改进

目标干预

转型项目

适用性

- 近期投资新的运营能力
- 业务能力尚未充分利用
- 企业竞争定位准确清晰

- 改变具有必要性，但时间限制小
- 市场缺口带来新机遇或挑战

- 急需变革以适应未来更长时
期的发展
- 市场/行业萧条，无法保持
领先位置

目标

- 保持定位，超越竞争对手
- 降低成本，提高利润空间
- 成果进度很关键

- 充分利用市场机遇
- 既增加盈利又扩大市场份额
- 结果的明确性很关键

- 跨越式超过竞争对手
- 巩固稳定领先定位
- 提高战略灵活性

优势

- 见效快
- 投入相对较小
- 成为企业运作的自然组成部分

- 投资回报率易考量
- 经过思考的设计
- 结合核心业务

- 创造变革的环境
- 整体设计和收益评估
- 为现有/新市场提供发展平台

结构

- 要实现定义的目标运营模型通 - 为主要流程明确定义目标运营模 - 为 整 个 企 业 明 确 定 义 目 标
常需要一系列持续努力的改变
型（可以有小的改动）
运营模型
- 大量小中规模的项目
- 包含一系列大中小型的项目
- 主要项目方案定义明确，主
次分明且有序

充分利用现有核心业务
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思考设计运营模式以适应重大机遇 重新定义企业状态，统一重组
资源职能

infrastructure
供应链update
— 融资
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Fully integrating the
Procurement function into
the supply chain — the next
big opportunity
Organisations are denying the potential
of the procurement function to contribute
in full to better corporate performance
by failing to link the function to the
customer, says Dr John Gattorna,
Supply Chain ‘Thought Leader’, and
Author of Living Supply Chains (2006)¹

T

he way it is

The procurement function on
the supply-side of contemporary
supply chains has a vital role to
play in corporate performance, but its
effectiveness is significantly reduced if it is
not directly connected to the demand-side
which is customer facing. Sadly, in many
modern corporations this is not the case
because of the way these organisations are
structured — in deep vertical silos that are
managed by rote to a budget rather than
designed to satisfy customers’ expectations.
Because of this, many companies are setting
themselves up to fail from the get-go, and
what’s more they seem oblivious to the
problem!
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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purchased; spend, and relationship type.
But how do we know if any of these are
relevant or not unless we connect first with
the demand patterns on the demand-side?
It is for this reason that it is essential to more
tightly integrate the supply-side with the
demand-side of business.

Everythingstartsfromthecustomerend

❝

Zara, the very successful Spanish fashion retailer
uses transactional (or lean) procurement strategies, buying
materials in low-cost source markets, and moving this
material to locations close to the manufacturing points
in Europe. Then, when certain designs are chosen for
production, material is drawn from stock, cut, manufactured,
and delivered to company stores around the world in 15
working days. This is an extremely agile process which would
not be possible without using postponement techniques.

❞

Help is on the way
But there are definite signs of enlightenment
out there judging by the numerous articles
written with ‘procurement’ as the focus. In his
article At the helm or all at sea? Dick Russell
makes the point that chief procurement
officers “…must abandon the cost savings
myopia and service mentality that tarnish
procurement’s image”.² Sound familiar to
those of you who are living with this problem?
Lee Timmins expresses a similar philosophy
in his article on Aligning supply and demand.
He is adamant that “…Procurement has a
key role to play in ensuring that Sales and
Operations processes deliver the goods for
their organisations”.³
And so it must be if we are to reach new
levels of peak performance across the entire
reach of enterprise supply chains.
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

Further, source markets are just the
mirror image of sales markets, and of equal
importance. As such, the relationship with
suppliers is in many ways just as important as
the relationship with customer. Enterprises
cannot prosper unless they focus on both
ends of the supply chain, and keep them
in synch.

Limits to functional specialism
The procurement function, like other
functions in management, has pursued
excellence inside itself over the years. This
has led to an internal focus, and an insideout perspective. There is no greater example
of this than ‘Supplier Segmentation’, looked
at from the buying side, which categorises
suppliers according to such characteristics
as their capabilities; risk; products being

Contemporary supply chains have to be
designed and operated from the customer
back, from outside, in. Our research
across many product/service categories
indicates that the best way to start is to
segment customers by their buying values/
behaviours.
The good news is that since customers
are human, these buying behaviours exhibit
patterns over time. We all thought things
were more chaotic than that. Not so.
Indeed, based on twenty years of
fieldwork we can now safely say that for all
product/service categories, and there are
no exceptions we are aware of, there are
never more than three or four dominant
buying behaviours discernable in any
given marketplace. Together, these three
or four segments describe over 75% of
customer behaviour in that marketplace.
This is breakthrough thinking because it
immediately informs us there exists the
equivalent number of discrete types of
supply chain, no more, no less. On this
basis we can immediately discard the old
convention of ‘one-size-fits-all’, and also
the concerns about how many different
segments we need to recognise and manage
in practice.

The future lies in multiple alignment
of supply chains
Once we acknowledge that there are no
more than three or four generic types
of behavioural segments evident in any
product/service market, the rest is logical —
we simply reverse engineer backwards from
these segments into our organisation and
beyond to our source markets.
But this is just one half of the overall
supply chain equation. Armed with
much better information about our sales
markets, we can then reverse engineer the
procurement strategies back into the source
markets, and define the corresponding types
of generic supply-side supply chains with
correspondingly different procurement
strategies.

supply chain - procurement
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Continuous Replenishment

L

The secret lies in the combinations
As with most things, successful strategies are
usually not purely of a single type, but rather
hybrid in nature. Such is the case with supply
chains. It is possible to have any combination
of the four demand-side supply chains and
four supply-side supply chains depicted in
Figure 1. The way this organisation design
evolved was discussed in more detail in
the previous edition of Supply Chain Asia
Magazine.
For example, Zara, the very successful
Spanish fashion retailer uses transactional
(or lean) procurement strategies, buying
materials in low-cost source markets, and
moving this material to locations close
to the manufacturing points in Europe.
Then, when certain designs are chosen for
production, material is drawn from stock, cut,
manufactured, and delivered to company
stores around the world in 15 working
days. This is an extremely agile process
which would not be possible without using
postponement techniques.

Making it all work
Beyond view lies the secret of success of
companies such as Zara and Li & Fung

HR
F

S

I

MK

CULTURE-LEADERSHIP

COLLABORATIVE

Figure.1: Demand-side and supply-side supply chains

MF

P

Continuous Replenishment
Key:
P = Procurement
MF = Manufacturing
L = Logistics
S = Sales
MK = Marketing
F = Finance
HR = Human Resources
I = IT

I
a

•
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Source markets are just the mirror image of sales
markets, and of equal importance. As such, the relationship
with suppliers is in many ways just as important as the
relationship with customers. Enterprises cannot prosper
unless they focus on both ends of the supply chain, and keep
them in synch.

❞

— they ‘own’ the relationships with their
suppliers, and manage these relationships
very assiduously, just as they do with their
customers. They know their suppliers and
customers intimately, far better than most
companies could ever boast.
And on the inside of their respective
organisations these, and an increasing
number of successful companies in the
‘know’, are organising themselves into
multi-disciplinary ‘clusters’ which are run
like project teams in parallel with the
conventional silos. In this way, procurement
personnel work closely with representatives
of the other functions, all locked together
with joint KPIs, and focusing on a particular
customer segment. Communications are

improved immeasurably, processes are
re-engineered, and personnel selected not
only for their technical skills, but also for the
mindset they bring to a particular cluster.
Likewise, IT is tailored to the requirements of
each cluster, which in effect is managing one
of the generic supply chain types mentioned
above. This is a glimpse into the future.

¹ Gattorna, John, Living Supply Chains, FT Prentice Hall,
London, 2006
² Dick Russell, At the helm or all at sea? CPO Agenda, Spring
2008, p.18.
³ Lee Timmins, Aligning supply and demand, in CPO Agenda,
Winter 2007-08, p.16.
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Effective
customs duty
management
in Asia

O

ver the next few pages, we will be
presenting a set of rules for effective
customs duty management. These
rules are based on almost two decades of
personal observations and experience of
customs duty planning, compliance, and
dispute resolution as a freight forwarder,
shipper, educationist and supply chain
consultant, who has worked or lived in almost
every country in the Asia Pacific region.
As anyone who has firsthand knowledge
can attest, the customs environment in Asia
means implications for ‘getting it wrong’
are frequently very severe. We hope the
information below can serve as a basic guide
to assist companies to minimise risks in such
a challenging environment.
1. Work with someone who understands
the specific country’s customs
environment, customs audits and
penalty regime
In some Asia Pacific countries such as
Thailand, customs clearance processes are
based upon self-assessment principles, and
the majority of import shipments into the
country are cleared with minimal intervention
at the time of importation. The downside of
this policy is that most importers can
expect to be audited by customs every
two to three years. During the audit, the
company’s level of compliance with
the various customs regulations will
come under scrutiny.
Particular attention is paid to
multinational companies and
companies that use special duty
facilities such as duty waivers
on items shipped out of or
into Thailand for repair. Given
the revenue collection targets
set by the Thai government,
these audits generally focus
on recovering import duty and
taxation of short payments.
To compound this situation,
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Over the past weeks and
months there has been
an enormous amount
of media coverage of
issues such as the global
economic slowdown, the
contagion of the subprime mortgage crisis in
the US, and the volatility
of fuel prices. These are
certainly very relevant
and topical issues that
affect the supply chains
of every major economy
and company. Just
like everyone else, my
thoughts and focus were
likewise directed. That
is until the challenges
recently encountered
by some of my clients
served to remind me that
aside from these more
‘recent’ issues, managing
customs duty costs and
compliance represents
a significant and
frequently underestimated
challenge for many
companies engaged in
the international trade
of goods. This article
hopes to provide some
perspectives on the
current issues, challenges
and opportunities for
proactive customs duty
management in Asia.
By Raymon Krishnan,
president, The Logistics &
Supply Chain Management
Society, Singapore

Thai customs auditors are encouraged to
maximise revenue recovery through an
incentive scheme under which the auditors
personally share in any administrative
penalties that are imposed.
Exposure & liabilities
Exposure and liabilities arising from a customs
audit can be very substantial. For example:
• Customs can recover short payments
on goods imported in the past ten years
(despite the fact that accounting standards
generally only require documents to be
kept for five to seven years).
• In the event an error is made, liabilities
accrue very quickly if the import values
and/or volumes are high. Administrative
penalties can exceed the amount of duty
deemed to have been short paid even
if the short payments occurred through
simple error or misunderstanding. (The
intent behind the mis-declaration by the
importer legally has no bearing on the
penalties imposed).
Liabilities in relation to inadvertent errors on
import declarations normally result in
• Short paid customs duty
• Short paid VAT/GST
• Penalty amounts over and above the short
paid customs duty, VAT or GST
• Interest on the amount of short paid
customs duty, VAT or GST
The above list does not consider cases of
smuggling where, in countries like Singapore,
the maximum administrative penalty can be
up to ten times the duty paid value of the
relevant goods –– plus a jail term to boot.
Complexity due to diversity
In most countries, importers are, under the
law, assumed to be both knowledgeable in
customs matters that are technically complex,
and to have a thorough understanding of
customs requirements. In countries like
India and the Philippines, customs courts
are notoriously bureaucratic and the appeals
process (and the actual process itself ) is
extremely convoluted and complex. It is
rare, therefore, for companies to have such
expertise in-house, and there may be limited
ability to find the necessary competence
levels externally as well.
Some of the complexities that companies
generally face include:
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• Customs Valuation methods
• Harmonised System (HS) Code
classifications
• Duty drawback, waiver and exemption
• Preferential duty rates
Correctly determining the customs value
(the value upon which ad valorem duty and
tax rates are applied) of imported goods can
be a complex process. The basic method
of determining customs value is to use the
CIF (Cost, Insurance & Freight) or –– more
correctly –– the CIP (Cost, Insurance, Paid to)
price of goods. It gets complicated when a
number of additional costs may need to be
added to the purchase value of the goods in
order to determine the ‘true’ customs value.
This includes but is not limited to:
• Royalty and licence fees
• Costs such as engineering/design costs
• Proceeds from the subsequent sale
(especially for inter-company pricing)
• Eventual disposal or use of the goods
• Packaging and/or re-packaging costs
• Commissions and brokerage,
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World Bank ranking of efficiency and effectiveness of customs and other border
procedures in selected Asian countries
Singapore
Hong Kong, China
Japan
Australia
Malaysia
Taiwan, China
Korea, Rep.
Thailand
China
Vietnam
India
Philippines
Cambodia
Lao PDR
Bangladesh
1

2

3

4

5

Source: World Bank LPI 2007

Many of us will remember the days when
Indonesia and the Philippines engaged
inspection, testing and verification firm SGS
to help them in correctly determining the
landed costs of goods shipped into these
countries.
In countries like Malaysia, duties and
taxes are assessed by various individuals
and levels within customs. Many of us have
experienced the significant variations that
exist in the interpretation of the relevant tax
and duty statutes of the country. Factors such
as the port of entry, time of day, and position
of the officer conducting the assessment,
can affect the amount of duty and taxes
a particular shipment will attract. Citing a
precedent where a lower duty was paid for
a similar item shipped previously could be a
risky exercise as well as customs may say that
the duty on the previous shipment was short
paid and you could end up paying a higher
duty rate for not one but two shipments.
Equally complex is establishing the correct
HS tariff classification (the tariff classification
provides the applicable rate of customs duty)
for particular goods. Use of incorrect tariff
classifications can result in the wrong rates of
customs duties being collected or your cargo
being cleared online and later detained when
exiting the free trade zone (FTZ).
With AFTA and the advent of more

unilateral FTAs (Free Trade Agreements)
being signed between countries, it is not
uncommon to have disputes arise because
of incorrect claims of preferential duty rates
applied under these FTAs.
As stated at the start of this article, very
few competencies, if any at all, exist within
organisations or service providers that span
the entire Asia Pacific region. This is akin to
having a 3PL provider claiming they have
the capabilities and competencies in place
to provide the optimum service to shippers
across all geographies, all modes, and for
both domestic and international movements.
Such a provider does not exist!
2. The differences between duty and
corporate tax
First, customs duty, unlike corporate tax, is
not driven by national fiscal laws. It is a trade
policy measure underpinned by international
agreements and protocols such as AFTA and
the International Chambers of Commerce
(ICC). Misunderstanding of this basic premise
is the reason why some companies assume
that an acceptable transfer price for tax
purposes is also acceptable for customs
valuation purposes, and vice versa. This is
generally not the case.
Second, customs duty is not technically a

self-assessed charge. Rather it is determined
by the respective national authorities, based
upon transaction-specific declarations of
absolute fact submitted by the importer of
record.
Third, unlike effective tax management
or ‘avoidance’, which has high levels of
accounting transparency and controls,
customs duty costs are invariably and deeply
embedded within Cost of Goods Sold (COGS).
This leaves little room for variation.
3. Accurate knowledge of annual duty
and tax costs
Whilst this statement may seem glaringly
obvious, many businesses do not have
clear knowledge and information on hand
concerning their annual duty costs. If we
hope to manage customs duty costs and risks
we must first know what our expenditure is in
this area. Additionally, we should be able to
segment this by product, zone or country.
4. Establish clear customs duty
management responsibility
To help achieve the above and some of the
following recommendations, businesses
should establish clear demarcation of
strong, committed and senior management
responsibility for getting customs duty
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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management and compliance right. Whilst
some companies who have taken a more
progressive approach in the area have
dedicated departments or functions, there
is no natural or typically generic home for
this responsibility. Regardless of where this
responsibility resides, we must ensure that
the customs duty management is given the
attention it deserves.

could significantly affect our increasingly
complex supply chain networks.
With clear customs duty management
responsibility, we should reach the stage
where we are making provisions for potential
liabilities where discretion by customs is
unlikely to be exercised, or implementing
risk mitigation strategies where errors are
likely to have occurred.

5. Avoid grey areas and ‘benefit of the
doubt’ situations
As mentioned previously, customs duty
declarations are and should be based on
absolute fact rather than self-assessment
or interpretation of the law. This means
that in principle, all declarations made by
the importer must either be right or wrong,
correct or incorrect. In other words, there is
little room within customs laws and policy
in most countries for grey areas or benefits
of doubt to be exhibited.
This is fine in theory but when working in
emerging economies like Vietnam and China
adhering to this could prove challenging.
In China for example, the recent tainted
milk scandal has brought to the forefront
the lack of good corporate governance
and supply chain ethics. Additionally, the
laws and regulations themselves are not as
precise as many western style businesses are
used to and logisticians could be forgiven
for assuming the penalty regime may affect
the exercise of discretion in a company’s
favour.
Ongoing technological produc t
developments and advanced supply chain
models only add to the mix as segmenting
or separating supply chain activities in line
with national customs policies is not as easy
to do as before.

7. Understand the fundamentals of
customs duty management
Essentially, duty liabilities and risks are a
function of four factors:
• Product customs valuation
• Product tariff classification (the specific HS
Code used)
• Free Trade Agreement coverage and
eligibility
• Customs regimes and special incentives,
as indicated earlier

6. Understand existing risks
Companies are seldom aware of ongoing
exposure to previously unidentified liabilities
and are often caught unawares when such a
situation arises. Being prepared is the best
and most sound course of action to take.
By understanding any potential liabilities
and making adequate provisions, and
having sound risk mitigation strategies in
place, we will be more effective than being
in a reactive mode once a customs audit
is initiated or a query raised. During an
audit, any refunds or drawbacks could be
delayed and this could affect cash flows.
Shipments could also be delayed and this
Supply Chain Asia March/April 2009

The exact dynamics and comparative
weighting of these factors will vary from
company to company and between
individual supply chains. Effective customs
duty management strategy will always
aim to achieve the appropriate best
practices construction of these four
fundamentals and, depending on size and
business diversity, we could have different
dynamics and weightage within the same
organisation.
8. Monitor operations
Like the heading ‘Accurate knowledge of
annual duty and tax costs’, this may seem
glaringly obvious, however it is a practice
many companies overlook. Borrowing from
Edward Deming’s, Plan, Do, Check, Act cycle,
once we have established our optimum
customs duty management strategy, we
need to ensure that each and every import
declaration properly reflects the facts we
wish to be presented.
When we are effectively doing this we
then need to keep updated and abreast of
national and international trade policies and
regulations and look for ways we can fine tune
our customs duty management for optimal
benefit to our company, whilst at the same
time ensuring we are in full compliance. This
function includes the diligent selection and
management of the customs brokers or 3PLs
to whom responsibility for preparation and
submission of import entry documentation
is often delegated.

9. Seek and apply customs rulings
wisely
When a customs ruling has been applied
for or imposed these can, in specific
circumstances, play an invaluable role in
providing clarity and certainty of treatment.
This is especially the case in relation to
many complex tariff (HS Code) classification
issues.
Rulings can be an effective tool to
minimise possible penalties as well as
for supporting proper customs duty
management strategy planning and
submission of correct declarations. In
Singapore, Japan and Korea, customs
is generally quite willing to work with
importers, and in Hong Kong, this may not
even be necessary due to the territory’s
entrepot status.
In Malaysia, customs is also quite willing
to explore ways to facilitate the trade
process. However in China, Thailand and
Vietnam, rulings can be quite difficult to
obtain, especially for customs valuation
issues. Even if we were to obtain a ruling in
these aforementioned countries, they may
be neither treated by customs as binding nor
expressed in crystal-clear terms.
10. Consider customs duty minimisation
and compliance collectively
Any customs duty management strategy
should have two simple objectives. First,
we should aim to achieve minimum duty
exposure, and second, maximum regulatory
compliance. These two objectives are
mutually supportive and complementary
to each other. We should not and cannot
consider them separately from each other.
Moving forward
As much as we would like to, it would be
impossible to provide comprehensive
guidelines or a procedures manual for
effective customs duty management in an
article. We hope, however, that the simple
rules outlined above will help point out
the need for a proper duty management
strategy within your organisation and serve
to point you in the right direction.
Raymon Krishnan is the president of the Logistics &
Supply Chain Management Society and a fellow of
both the University of Wollongong and the Australian
Logistics Academy. His portfolio currently includes that of
programme director of the MSc in Strategic Supply Chain
Management from the University of Wales conducted by
the Society in Singapore. He can be contacted at raymon@
logis.com.sg.
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What are the main effects of the current
global economic situation on INTTRA and
how are you responding to it?
During a recession, the trend to automate and
streamline operations and shift to advanced
technology e-commerce platforms, such as
INTTRA, who has seen significant growth
over these past years, will continue. Forward
looking companies in the global logistics
industry know that the best approach
to difficult economic times is not to cut
costs across the board, but to invest in an
assessment of their cost structure and create
a strategy for success involving migration
to lower cost, high value IT platforms and
solutions to reduce operating costs and
simplify business processes.
In addition to this we see a wave of
innovative IT investment in global ocean
shipping as companies evaluate their cost
reduction planning models and strategies
for greater organisational success. Now more
than ever, cost reduction pressures due to
the downturn will act as a catalyst to induce
IT investments and strategies that will favour
shared low cost e-commerce platforms rather
than proprietary systems.
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INTTRA’s overall growth, and sales growth
of 130% over the past three years, suggests
the impression that more companies in
shipping and logistics are moving more
of their business transactions online.
Do you think we have reached the stage
where increased use of e-commerce
solutions is considered standard business
strategy among shipping and logistics
companies?

What does the recession
mean for application of
e-commerce solutions
in the movement of
goods? Supply Chain
Asia Magazine gets some
perspectives from Ivan
Latanision, vice president,
Product Management, at
INTTRA

Although there are still holdouts processing
documentation manually, via fax and
spreadsheets, yes, I do believe that the
industry as a whole sees the incredible benefit
of digital information to optimise ocean
supply chain processes, improve business
intelligence and velocity of transactions.
We’re seeing the tipping point where the
“e” in e-commerce stands for “everyday”
and is becoming the standard way of doing
business, rather than the exception. Carriers
and their customers are exploring ways
to increase and better apply e-commerce
strategies to increase efficiencies and improve
collaborative relationships.
We will keep pace with the changing
ocean shipping and logistics market to
provide innovative, Web-based, accessible
low-cost e-commerce tools to alleviate the
inefficiencies of time consuming, labour
intensive business processes.

Dialogue

INTTRA foresees a
wave of innovative IT
investment in global
ocean shipping as
companies evaluate their
cost reduction planning
models and strategies
for greater organisational
success.

What do you think are the implications of
e-commerce for the big underlying trends
in supply chain, shipping and logistics at
the moment, such as, for instance, creating
more sustainable businesses?
The aim to reduce carbon emissions in today’s
global supply chains will be achieved by
improvements to a wide range of market
variables. E-commerce’s contribution to the
greening of the supply chain is its ability to
improve workflow efficiencies, saving time,
money and resources. As a company boosts
efficiencies in their global supply chain they
are helping to create a more sustainable
business.
Another supply chain trend is the need for
increased collaboration with trading partners
for better global supply chain management.
Due to today’s economic pressures and
longer supply chains, global shippers require
increased visibility and data to quickly
respond to unexpected issues, reduce risk
and increase operating efficiencies. Our vast
multi-carrier data stream, representing more
than 10% of global ocean container trade, is
uniquely positioned to provide high quality
digital data, a technology infrastructure for
critical trading partner collaboration, data
sharing, and improved business workflow.
Is Asia forward thinking when it comes to
the possibilities of e-commerce? How are
your products being received, for instance,
in important emerging sourcing markets
such as Vietnam and India?
The Asia-Pacific market embraces multicarrier e-commerce and adoption of the
INTTRA e-commerce platform continues to
be tremendous. We saw 50% growth in Asia
in 2008.
We have local offices in key markets

and continue to expand. In September
2008, we expanded operations in China
with the opening of our first international
headquarters in Hong Kong. Local offices
are located in China, India, South Korea,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Australia, and New
Zealand. Creating customised tools to serve
the needs of local Asia markets has also
supported our growth in the region. In China,
we created a customised e-commerce tool,
INTTRA Shipping Order, to meet the detailed
process of the China market.
In emerging markets, such as Vietnam
and India, we are providing low-cost access
to advanced technology and are helping
to build the IT infrastructure. Our ability to
connect trading partners with a range of
connection options is especially important
and has fuelled growth in countries such
as India, because interconnectivity with
partners there is limited.
Can you tell us a bit about your partnership
with SZEDI in southern China? What are
the advantages of the partnership?
In 2008, we partnered with SZEDI, one of the
largest port information centres in China, to
automate and standardise ocean shipping
business processes across our multi-carrier
network, and to receive status information
on containers. SZEDI is authorised by the
Shenzhen Government to provide EDI and
value-added services including logistics
information, customs electronics declaration
and e-commerce services. The partnership
provides the Shenzhen port community,
through a single connection, automated,
standardised ocean shipment processes
across a multi-carrier network streamlining
workflow and increasing access to trading
partner data.
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39”) for their shipping needs between January
2002 and April 2007. The performance of the
INTTRA 39 was compared to relevant groups
of publicly traded companies that didn’t
implement the Global Shipping platform.
The findings of this statistical analysis
indicated that the stock price of the INTTRA
39 rose 0.5% to 0.6% per month more than
the comparison groups in the 5 to 69 months
following the adoption of the INTTRA
Platform.
The study validates the economic value
of e-commerce and more importantly the
value of INTTRA. Professor Sanders’ findings
clearly demonstrated that enterprises which
utilise e-commerce outperform those who
don’t through increased efficiency, velocity
and business intelligence.
What can we expect from INTTRA over the
course of 2009?
Our primary focus will continue to be
increasing efficiencies and lowering costs
with standardised global e-commerce tools
for ocean shipping. We will invest in our portal
solutions to improve efficiency and velocity
of transactions for our customers, while
developing new tools that give our customers
the business intelligence that helps them
improve performance in a measurable,
sustainable and controllable way.
In addition, we look for ward to
announcing in 2009 INTTRA’s next wave,
designed to expand use of our vast digital
e-commerce network, by offering flexible
access, with more choices.

7. It has always been difficult to quantify
the gains of e-commerce and convince
people of those gains. Clearly this is
something you have had to contend with,
and you recently undertook a new study in
the area. Can you tell us about the findings
of this study, and whether there was
anything in there that surprised you?
In 2008, we commissioned a study with
Professor Seth Sanders of the Department
of Economics and the Terry Sanford Institute
of Public Policy at Duke University. The study
analysed the stock price return of 39 publicly
traded companies that implemented the
INTTRA Global Shipping Platform (the“INTTRA
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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n the years I have been involved with
the Japanese logistics sector, I have met
hundreds if not thousands of Japanese
supply chain and logistics professionals. My
intention here is to provide an overview of
the common attributes of these professionals,
as well as the industry organisations that they
choose to be part of, with the intention of
enabling better connections and networking
with the industry in Japan.
At the outset, we can make three
generalisations about Japanese logisticians:
they are overwhelmingly male; they have
qualifications from trade industry associations
and/or organisations that provide required
national industry regulatory qualifications;
and they are nearly always modest and
pleasant people who know each other very
well.

For global supply chain
and logistics professionals,
working in Japan can be
a challenging experience
due to real and perceived
cultural differences. In this
feature, Japan industry insider
Kimmochi Eguchi looks
at the major characteristics
of Japanese logisticians;
debunks some of the myths
around how they do business,
and gives practical advice on
how and where to connect
with the industry in Japan

A ‘3K’ sector
Although logistics has contributed heavily
to the growth of the Japanese economy,
the logistics and transportation sector in
Japan is still widely considered a so-called
‘3K’ sector. 3K refers to Kitanai (dirty work),
Kitsui (physically hard work), and Kiken
(dangerous work). The low industry image is
partly because of the perceived physicality
of logistics-related work, but also because
of widespread media coverage of industrySupply Chain Asia March/April 2009
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Japan

in

related accidents. The 2007
Japanese government report on
road transport accidents1 notes
some 95 truck-related accidents per
day took place over the course of 2006.
Unfortunately, such truck accidents,
and media coverage of them, are a major
contributor to the 3K image of the industry
as a whole.
One noticeable effect of this is the
industry becomes unattractive to female
professionals, who have shown preference to
work in industries perceived to offer a cleaner
working environment. In addition, while
there may be female professionals working
in supply chain and logistics in Japan, they
may not be so active in networking and
industry events.
There are at least sixteen basic
qualifications for industry professionals
in logistics and transportation in Japan 2.
Trade industry associations award eight of

these qualifications, while a further eight
are required and awarded by government
regulatory bodies.
Trade industry associations offering
logistics-related qualifications include the
Japan Institute of Logistics Systems, the
Japan Trucking Association, and the Japan
Federation of Freight Industries. Our focus
here will be on the Japan Institute of Logistics
Systems, or JILS, the largest of the country’s
logistics trade industry associations.
According to Muto-san of the JILS HR
development department, as of January 2009,
the association was awarding five different
qualifications to industry professionals ––
Certified Logistics Senior Master, Certified
Logistics Master, Certified Logistics Junior
Master, International Logistics Master, and
Green Logistics Master. Receipt of any
of these qualifications from JILS means
automatic membership of the Japan Logistics
Fellowships Society (JLFS), a partner of JILS.

people

It’s not what you know…
Japanese logistics professionals create
long-term friendships with one another.
Considered a tight-knit industry in the
country, logistics professionals in Japan
expect to meet people they have met before
at logistics-related meetings. When this
happens, the common practice is to have
some informal conversation, some business
talk, and then a drinking party.
‘Drinking party’ has three synonyms
in Japanese: Nomi-kai and Niji-kai (directly
translated as ‘second party’, where the
‘first party’ can be a business meeting,
industry conference, etc), or Nomunication
(a word formed from the mix of Nomi
and Communication and meaning ‘drink
communication’). Japanese logisticians
talk about a variety of topics at Nomi-kai,
from business-related topics to personal
interest topics. Personal interests can include
bicycles (commuting and touring), Japanese
animation, Nintendo, and childcare/
education. Logisticians have interesting
personal characters, and may not be as
workaholic as people tend to think.
Business-related topics include generic
discussion on Japan’s logistics in the future,
and specific issues relating to the individual
firms and jobs of participants. Logisticians
generally prefer discussing general topics,
since there are no right or wrong answers.

When specific topics are presented, more
senior individuals or those holding key
positions in the industry will suggest solutions
and alternative approaches.
Niji-kai are enjoyable and productive
because members of a Niji-kai agree to
have no conflicts of interest amongst the
members. Members of a Niji-kai may also
be members of other industry organisations
(see table 1), which sometimes have explicit
‘no conflict of interest’ rules. This functions as
an encouragement not to break relationships
amongst members in order to avoid awkward
moments at future meetings.
Key organisations
Below are introductions to nine key industry
organisations in Japan. Members of these
organisations include academics, industry
professionals (from executives to on-theground personnel) and other industry-related
personalities. These organisations hold regular
meetings, mostly in the centre of Tokyo.
Upcoming logistics-related exhibitions in Tokyo
are also listed for your reference.
Please note that many of the organisations
listed on table 1 may require you to contact
them in Japanese, not in English. If an
organisation allows you to access its next
meeting, you can consider arranging a
translator. The vast majority of meetings and
Nomi-kai are held in Japanese.
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Private groups
Logistics Club 21
This is a recently founded organisation
looking to become the ‘voice’ of the logistics
and transportation sector in Japan. The group
holds meetings on a quarterly basis, with
each meeting consisting of a two-hour dinner
with one 30-minute lecture. Supper is served
during the meeting. Recent lecture topics
have include logistics/environment issues
and logistics challenges in India.
Since March 2004, the coordinators of
Logistics Club 21 have also run an annual
event called the Logistics Human Capital
Forum. Participants in the Forum, which runs
over a half day with several lectures, normally
number between 90 and 130 individuals.
Logistics Management Network
With the belief that there is a low turnover in
personnel in Japan’s logistics sector, and that
it can be difficult for professionals to develop
their careers, five logistics‘musketeers’initiated
a forum where logisticians can network, share
experiences, look for career development
opportunities, and discuss issues in logistics
and supply chain management in Japan. The
Logistics Management Network was founded
in late 2004. Meetings last two hours, with
supper and two, 30-minute presentations by
members, of which there are approximately

‘Drinking party’ has
three synonyms in Japanese:
Nomi-kai and Niji-kai (directly
translated as ‘second party’,
where the ‘first party’ can
be a business meeting,
industry conference, etc),
or Nomunication (a word
formed from the mix of
Nomi and Communication
and meaning “drink
communication”). Niji-kai
are enjoyable and productive
because members of a Nijikai agree to have no conflicts
of interest amongst the
members.
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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Table 1: Japan supply chain and logistics industry organisations1
Organisation

Location

Meetings
(per annum)

Active
members2

Nomi-kai

Contact

Organisation
type

Logistics Club 21

Tokyo

4

40

Yes/depends

shimizu@e-bus.co.jp

Logistics Human Capital Forum

Tokyo

1

-

Yes/depends

shimizu@e-bus.co.jp

Logistics Management Network

Tokyo

4

30-40

Yes (8:30-10:30pm)

http://www.venus.dti.
ne.jp/~alice204/index.htm

Supply Chain Strategy
Tokyo
(The Operations Research Society of Japan)

4-6

20-40

Yes (8:30-10:30pm)

http://scs.blog.so-net.ne.jp/
http://www.orsj.or.jp/

SOLE – The International Society of Logistics Tokyo
– Japan Chapter

10

20-30

Depends

sole-j-office@cpost.plala.or.jp
http://www.sole.org

Study Group – Supply Chains
(Japan Industrial Management Association)

Tokyo

Various

N/A

N/A

jima-post@bunken.co.jp
http://www.jimanet.jp

Supply Chain Council – Japan Chapter

Hamamatsu

Various meetings More than
throughout the
80 corporate
year
members

Mr. Takeshi Nakayama
(Hitachi East Japan
Solutions)

info@supply-chain.gr.jp
http://www.supply-chain.gr.jp/
http://www.supply-chain.org/

Japan Logistics Fellowship Society

Tokyo

Variety of
meetings held

N/A

Mr. Yasuo Shigeta
(Tokyo Logistics Institute)

http://www.jlfs.gr.jp

Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals – Japan Roundtable

Tokyo

Variety of
meetings held

N/A

Mr. Keiichi Higuchi

http://www.cscmp-japan.org
http://cscmp.org

Private group

Academic

Trade
industry
associations

Notes: 1: Some organisations listed here may ask for membership. Please ask each organisation for further information on membership
2: ‘Active members’ = Number of members who attend meetings on a regular basis

250. The organisation plans to transform from
a private to a non-profit organisation in the
near future.
Academic groups
Part of The Operations Research Society
of Japan, Supply Chain Strategy (SCS)
(formerly Supply Chain Network (SCN)) began
activities in 2005. SCS seminars run on a twohour, monthly-basis. SCS focuses on a variety
of topics from supply chain modelling; SCOR
and supply chain optimisation; to how best to
deal with supply chain issues facing specific
industry verticals. SCS seminars also focus
on topical new areas such as RFID. Two-hour
seminars take place on a bi-monthly basis.

global logistics, green supply chains, defence
logistics, and total quality management. Field
trips to facilities such as thermal nuclear
power plants and spare parts factories are
arranged several times a year.
Study Group – Supply Chains - JIMA
This is one of the study groups at the
Japan Industrial Management Association
(JIMA). JIMA specialises in management
and engineering and the supply chain
study group focuses on issues such as
manufacturing, production, logistics,
inventory control, purchasing, total quality
management, Kaizen and economics and
socially responsible quality control.
Trade industry associations

SOLE – The International Society of
Logistics – Japan Chapter
SOLE was founded in 1978. It runs a forum on
a monthly basis (except August and October),
followed by the RAMS meeting (Reliability,
Availability, Maintenance, and Safety). The
forum covers areas such as logistics agility,

Supply Chain Council (SCC) – Japan
Chapter
The Japan Chapter head office of the Supply
Chain Council (SCC), a global non-profit
trade association that established the Supply
Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR)

Table 2: List of upcoming exhibitions at Tokyo International Exhibition Center
Exhibitions

Dates held

18th Software Development Expo
14th Data Warehouse & CRM Expo
12th Embedded Systems Expo
11th Data Storage Expo
6th Information Security Expo
4th RFID Solutions Expo
3rd Direct Marketing Expo
3rd Web2.0 Marketing Fair
1st Green IT Expo Japan

13-15 May 2009
Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd.
Mostly 10am – 6pm

Organised by

Websites
http://www.sodec.jp/en/
http://www.dwh-crm.jp/en/
http://www.esec.jp/en/

for evaluating and standardising logistics
and supply chains, is located in Hamamatsu,
250km west of Tokyo. The SCC holds both
members only and members and nonmember events and meetings. Seminars
and conferences are mainly held in Tokyo,
Nagoya and Osaka. SCC Japan, which offers
SCOR Advisor qualifications, has more than
80 active corporate members. So far around
60 individuals have been qualified to serve
as SCOR Advisors.
CSCMP Japan Roundtable
Founded in 2003, the CSCMP Japan Rountable
is part of the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals (CSCMP) in the
US. Activities include seminars, lunches,
facility visits to ports and manufacturing
operations, overseas trips and monthly
networking events.
Japan Logistics Fellowship Society (JIFS)
JLFS offers a number of annual events for
members, including field trips to factories
and logistics facilities (at least 25 field trips
held in the past), lectures and seminars by
CEOs at large enterprises,
case studies on JLFS/JILS
members, Kaizen logistics
activities, and member
networking events.

http://www.dse-expo.jp/en/
http://www.ist-expo.jp/en/
http://www.ridex.jp/en/
http://www.dme-expo.jp/en/
http://www.web20-expo.jp/en/
http://www.grix-expo.jp/en/

SCM Solution Fair 2009

21-22 May 2009
10am-5pm

Source: http://www.bigsight.jp/english/index.html
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Japan Institute of Logistics
Systems

http://www.logistics.or.jp/scm-fair/index.html
(No English site available as at 7 January 2009)
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The Supply Chain Ed
Awards selection process
Finalists in each category are chosen through an audited ballot
of the combined print and online readership of Supply Chain
Asia Magazine. Each issue of Supply Chain Asia Magazine reaches
40,000 key industry executives. For details of the readership and
distribution, please visit www.supplychainasia.com/magazine and
download the Supply Chain Asia Magazine Media Kit. The ballot for
finalists will commence in May.
Each finalist will be contacted by our staff and requested to
supply short statements on why they believe they should win the
Award for which they have been nominated. These statements
are then passed to a panel of 14 independent judges who will
select outright winners in each category. The list of judges will be
published in the September/October issue of Supply Chain Asia
Magazine.
Winners of the individual Awards, Supply Chain Visionary of the
Year, Supply Chain Manager of the Year (Procurement), and Supply
Chain Manager of the Year (Operations), are chosen by the Awards
Committee. Nominations for the individual Awards should be sent
to the Editor.
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Awards sponsor profiles

The TT Club
We are the international transport and logistics industry’s leading
provider of insurance and related risk management services.
Established in 1968, as a mutual association, we specialise
in the insurance of liabilities, property and equipment for
intermodal operators. Customers are drawn from a wide range
of the world’s shipping lines, port operators, cargo handling
terminals, freight forwarders, and logistics companies.
Having developed in step with the multi-modal industry, TT
is recognised as an independent industry forum, liaising closely
with national and international trade associations, including
FIATA, IAPH, WSC, ESPO, EIA, ILO, ICHCA and the IMO.
With so many different categories of customer around the
world, we work closely with brokers to tailor insurance packages
which meet individual needs.
Since our inception, customer loyalty has been an essential
factor in our growth and 95% of members stay with the Club
at renewal each year. We have 20 office locations servicing our
800+ Members that span every continent.

event news - awards

LRQA
LRQA is a member of the Lloyd’s Register Group. We
are an independent leading provider of Business
Assurance services including assessment, validation,
certification, verification and training.
We are a global organisation. We speak the
local language and understand the local security
threats, distribution chains and national cultures,
with the backing of our local staff in more than 120
offices worldwide. We bring deep insight into the
complex world of modern supply chain security
management. For more than 20 years, we have been
working with the world’s top brands.
At LRQA, we:
• help you to evaluate and assess security risk
areas;
• certify the compliance of your security

Russell Reynolds Associates
Leadership –– In today’s ever-changing global business
environment, success is driven by the talent, vision and leadership
capabilities of senior executives.
Russell Reynolds Associates is a leading global executive
search and assessment firm with more than 300 consultants based
in 39 offices worldwide. Its consultants conduct senior-level search
and assessment assignments in a range of sectors for public and
private organisations of all sizes.
With its deep knowledge of major industries and the specific
business challenges of its clients, and a complete understanding
of who and what makes an effective leader, Russell Reynolds
Associates ensures the best leadership teams for the ongoing
success of their clients’ businesses.
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management system against the appropriate
international standard/s (ISO:28000, ISO:27001);
• verify the compliance of your facilities and logistics
across your supply chain against the appropriate
regulatory/non-governmental schemes (TAPA,
ISPS, AEO, C-TPAT).
Our experts are regularly part of technical
committees developing new and improving existing
standards. We also have had a prominent leadership
role in the development of global standards in
security and regulatory requirements.
Lloyd’s Register Group is an independent,
impartial leader in risk management since 1760
and has played a major part in the development of
the international standard for supply chain security
(ISO:28000). LRQA was the first certification body to
issue a certificate against this standard.

Russell Reynolds Associates is highly regarded as the executive
search leader for its capabilities in Supply Chain Management
leadership and talent management. It has worked with numerous
organisations across the globe in the appointment of their client
supply chain leaders and the building of their wider supply chain
teams.
For more information, please visit:
www.russellreynolds.com, or liaise with Peter L. O’Brien (pobrien@
russellreynolds.com), head of Asia Pacific Distribution & Supply
Chain Practice.
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Supply Chain Asia Forum 2009

Supply Chain Evolutions. Global Impact.

FORUM
Program Highlights
Site visits
Panelists Keynotes
Industry Cocktail Night
Plenary Roundtables
Young Professionals Forum
featuring a debate between young and
senior professionals
Special Workshop
by Dr John Gattorna
Golf @ Raffles Country Club

Dates & Venue
7-9 July 2009 | Singapore
Sheraton Towers Hotel

Supply Chain Asia Forum 2009 continues to maintain its successful formula
of open discussions and deliberations of issues and challenges affecting
the industry in Asia today. For the event in 2009, we will be opening with
a panelist keynote session, featuring leading movers and shakers of the
industry to share their views on current happenings. SCAF 2009 promises
to be more exciting and intensive in contents and connectivity. The 5th
instalment of the event will be held at Sheraton Towers Hotel in Singapore
from 7-9 July 2009.

Event details can be found at www.supplychainasia.com/forum2009

Participation Fees

Early Bird - SGD795 per delegate
Normal Fee - SGD995 per delegate
C O N N E C T.

C O M M U N I C A T E .

C O L L A B O R A T E .

Highlights SCAF 2009
SCA Open Sharing Platform
Supply Chain Asia Forum provides a neutral and open platform to facility spontaneous and engaging discussions amongst professionals in this field here in
Asia. Experience this unique form of deliberations that eradicates corporate
marketing and enhances experiential learning through personal anecdotes
and case studies.

Focused Plenary Roundtables

Supply Chain Asia
Industry Cocktail Night

@

THE POD

The focused plenary sessions are structured around the concept of roundtable
discussions with a moderator and 2 domain experts. The open format will allow
you to participate more intimately with the rest of the delegates and exchange
ideas on how you could improve the specific areas within each topic of discussion.

Special Workshop – Dr John Gattorna
Dr John Gattorna, one of the foremost experts on Supply Chain with several
books to his credit, will be hosting an exclusive workshop featuring his new
book “Dynamic Alignment Supply Chain”. This workshop would be opened to
all delegates from the Forum, together with a complimentary copy of his new
book that will be launched at the Forum in 2009.

Site Visits
Supply Chain Asia will be hosting 2 sites visit in 2009 to the Port of Singapore
Authority and YCH. More details on the sites can be found in this booklet.

Industry Cocktail Night
Supply Chain Asia Industry Night is our annual gathering for industry professionals to come together and have a night of food and drinks within an informal
setting. The Industry Cocktail Night is held on the first day of the event at an
off-site location. For 2009, we have chosen to host the Cocktail Night at The
Pod located at the top of the Singapore National Library that provides the most
beautiful night view of the Singapore Skyline.

Young Professionals Forum
The Young Professionals Forum provides an exclusive platform to connect the
industry senior professionals and veterans with the next generation of supply chain leaders – either young students or professionals who have just join
the work-force. This year, the YPF will feature a debate between the Senior and
Young Professionals.

Vendors Showcase
The Vendors’ Showcase enables our supporting companies to showcase their
products and services during the duration of the Forum. If you are interested to
showcase your products exclusively in Vendors-Assigned Areas, kindly contact
us for more details.

Supply Chain One-on-One
Supply Chain One-on-One is a specially arranged networking session occurring throughout the duration of the event. Supply Chain One-on-One allows
delegates to meet other delegates on like-minded topics of interest within an
exclusively networking area.

Located on the 16th Floor (32 meters
high) of the National Library in
Singapore, the Pod offers a spectacular
panoramic view of the City Center of
Singapore, and also outlying islands,
and neighbouring countries such as
Malaysia and Indonesia. This will be
a special night to bring professionals
together for informal sharing and
networking in the midst of good food,
great music and fine wine.
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e wrote in our last article about what
we heard at Beacon Events’ Ethical
Supply Chain Summit in Hong Kong
in late October 2008. So-called ‘ethical supply
chain management’ is of course to be found
in the context of a business that is subscribing,
either deliberately or not, to the principles of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
CSR seems to have quickly become one
of those labels that mean different things to
different people. Indeed, the label attracts
a fair bit of cynicism, especially with regard
to the efforts of multinational companies
in the area –– cynics claim CSR programmes
are mainly window dressing to nip further
government regulation/interference in the
bud and to, hopefully, provide another angle
on brand differentiation.
We would prefer to take a more positive
view of things and give credit where it is due.
Certainly, at the summit in October, there were
very convincing and reassuring presentations
made by representatives from multinationals

well as the environment. This obligation
is seen to extend beyond the statutory
obligation to comply with legislation and
sees organisations voluntarily taking further
steps to improve the quality of life for
employees and their families as well as for the
local community and society at large.”
The presentations by companies at the
summit followed this definition in terms of
similarly broad, holistic goals, driven from
the board right down to operating levels, yet
distinctive to each company. The typical areas
of focus are values and people’s behaviours and
motivation, risk management, accountability,
and environmental concerns.
IBM: attaining sustainable growth
through CSR
In the lead-off presentation
from IBM, it was quite clear
that the major end concern
was the environment and
global warming. While IBM

‘Supply Chain Professional’s Responsibilities’,
a very business-like approach to influencing
others up and down the organisation and
across the supply chain.
In the IBM presentation, the case for CSR
as good business was made, including the
CSR Value Curve. In this curve, the journey
is described from basic compliance to legal
requirements, through more value adding
approaches and activities, to sound business
benefits in terms of cost efficiencies and
platforms for growth.
BT: a greener future
In the BT (British Telecommunications PLC)
presentation, CSR was demonstrated as
evident not only in their deliberate CSR

Who’s doing what in

CSR?

It appears
some
companies
are making
genuine efforts
at effective
CSR, writes
Barry Elliott

like IBM, British
Telecom, HP, The Gap,
Ikea, Starbucks, Atlas
Copco, and Siemens.
So what is this CSR
thing and what effect
does it have on our
approach to supply
chain management?
Taking the definition
from the contemporary source of knowledge,
Wikipedia, “Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR, also called corporate responsibility,
corporate citizenship, responsible business
and corporate social opportunity) is a
concept whereby organisations consider the
interests of society by taking responsibility for
the impact of their activities on customers,
suppliers, employees, shareholders,
communities and other stakeholders, as
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has a very mature CSR programme in its
own right, full credit and commitment
was given to the efforts of the Institute for
Supply Management’s (ISM) Committee for
Sustainability and Social Responsibility. This
Committee has developed a sound set of CSR
principles, the topics of which follow:
1. Community
2. Diversity and Inclusiveness – Supply Base
3. Diversity and Inclusiveness – Workforce
4. Environment
5. Ethics and Business Conduct
6. Financial Responsibility
7. Human Rights
8. Health and Safety
9. Sustainability
The scope is comprehensive and the
depth is very evident. Building on these
principles, the Committee has prescribed the

programme, but also ‘in BT’s DNA’, in areas such
as board leadership, governance, business
principles, objectives and targets, integrated
implementation, accountability, and risk
management.“Sustainability trends create new
opportunities: we are using technology to help
organisations, governments and individuals
find more sustainable ways of communicating,
working and living”, it was said.
BT sees that CSR contributes to business
performance in five areas: risk, brand and
reputation, cost reduction, employee
motivation, and market innovation. They
cited sound, measured benefits in all five
areas over the past several years.
A key focus for BT is their ‘Carbon Busting
Strategy’, a very supply chain-oriented approach
whereby they are striving to reduce the impact
of their own operations; empower customers
to reduce their impacts through innovative
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products and services; influence suppliers to
provide more energy-efficient products and
services, and encourage employees to reduce
their carbon footprint at home and at work.
In the presentation, very solid examples were
discussed through which BT is and will continue
to execute this strategy.
HP: ethical practices’ effects on SCM
In the HP presentation, the focus was on
presenting many practical examples of their
work across the supply chain, in the context
of the overall corporate direction. HP has
an enormous global supply chain of great
complexity and dependencies on their
suppliers –– first, second, and, in some cases,
third tier suppliers. This situation presents
great risk as well as great opportunity for the
company to influence others.
Making Progress
HP’s Systems Management Approach
- Risk based country, site & partnership assessment
Capability
- Partnership oriented engagement & auditing
building
- Surface and address root causes
- Worker voice is critical to success
Corrective
action

Supplier
audit
Supplier
assessment
Code of
conduct
Corporate
policy

HP has locked in with the Electronics
Industry Code of Conduct (EICC) and actively
works with relevant NGOs to progress things
across their supply chain. The EICC covers five
areas: labour, health & safety, management
system, ethics, and environment.
To achieve practical results from the EICC,
HP has been very aggressive in conducting
supplier audits in all of the five areas, which
cascade to second tier suppliers, The intended
progression (presented in the graphic) is
upward from their own corporate policy and
code of conduct to using the supplier audits to
identify areas requiring attention and effecting
corrective action and capability building.
Toward the last point, HP manages an
extensive education programme for first and
second tier suppliers to learn the connection
between standards like the EICC and business
efficiency. The intention is to have this
cascaded to the various supplier tiers further
up the supply chain. Topics covered in the
courses include:
• Business integrity

•
•
•
•
•

No improper advantage
Disclosure of information
Intellectual property
Fair business, advertising and competition
Protection of identity

Gap Inc: social responsibility overview
“We believe we should go beyond the basics
of ethical business practices and embrace
our responsibility to people and the planet.
We believe this brings a sustained, collective
value to our shareholders, our employees, our
customers, and society.”
That, in a nutshell, was what the Gap
presentation was intended to convey. The
scope to which they attend spans supply
chain, employees, environment, community
investment, and the marketplace. They have
been pro-actively working on CSR initiatives
for many years, particularly since the
late 1980s and early 1990s.
The stated mission for their
ethical sourcing effort is: “We strive
to improve the work environment
for the people who make apparel
for Gap Inc.”. Considering the many
sweatshop infractions about which
we are all aware in this industry, Gap
has been facing a mighty challenge.
The company’s view is that ethical
sourcing not only mitigates risk but
also creates value for the business
overall, and value for their suppliers
and customers.
Gap has many very practical initiatives
in place, including some 80 people in 24
countries that are focused on these issues
and challenges. These personnel are charged
with conducting inspections and education
across the supplier base in order to progress
things.
Ikea: to create a better everyday life for
many people
Again, there is also clear intent within Ikea’s
broad business vision that takes it in the right
direction with respect to CSR. They explicitly
state that they “care about people and the
environment with a long-term view”.
The presented fundamental approach
to supply chain management is their ‘BestBuy’ concept –– “low price but not at any
price”. The operational priorities of their
Best-Buy concept are (while focusing on the
customer):
• Social and environmental responsibility
• Total article cost development
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• Availability
• Quality
Of course, what is at issue is how well these
four aspects are balanced.
In the Ikea presentation, too, was the
notion of how to best tackle compliance
in the CSR area. It was noted that the best
approach was education, as opposed to
simple auditing. Ikea has many practical
programmes in place to stay on top of things
with their suppliers in order to implement the
stated overall direction to “move from audit
to development”.
Starbucks: striving to be a deeply
responsible company
In the Starbucks presentation, the context
was set for what it takes to be a “deeply
responsible company” –– to evenly balance
concerns of environment, social, and
economic spheres.
What Starbucks says it means by ethical
sourcing/trading is the following:
• Treating suppliers with respect and dignity
• Paying equitable prices for high-quality
products
• Protecting the environment
• Rewarding suppliers who produce products
sustainably
The Starbucks presenter focused quite
a lot on the notion of ‘shared responsibility’
across the supply chain, one that we certainly
feel should be developed more and more
in this CSR area. They look to find the
balance between responsibilities of Starbucks
themselves, of suppliers, and of factories.
They see five success elements in this shared
effort: standards, zero tolerance standards,
assessment process, scope and segmentation,
and corrective action. A very logical approach
when implemented well.
The area of Corporate Social Responsibility
is fraught with opportunities for insincere
efforts on the part of organisations. Certainly
the world’s big brand owners have a
continuing daunting task to ensure real
progress in the area and to convince everyone
of their sincerity. Nevertheless, it is clear that
ethical programmes are being developed,
invested in, expanded and promoted. This is
something that can only move things in the
right direction.
Barry can be contacted at: BJElliott@
ABf1Consulting.com
March/April 2009 Supply Chain Asia
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dvanced military strategy has been
widely credited with the growth
of logistics and supply chain
management efficiency. Because real military
operations are by nature extremely fluid
events, many different players need to come
together to make the supply chains that
support them work effectively.
Delivering humanitarian assistance
can be very similar to military supply
chain operations in terms of potential for
unpredictability and the need for advanced
technical know-how. Unlike military supply
chains, however, humanitarian supply chains
are not supported by large national budgets
and dedicated, centralised management.
Without the backing of a formal infrastructure
and regular funding, humanitarian supply
chains are often ad hoc structures that
struggle to effectively meet their objectives.
With close to two-thirds of the world’s
poor living in the Asia Pacific region, there
is more that needs to be done in the region
to ensure that the wide divide between
the ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ does not widen
further. The record of poverty reduction
across the region has been uneven and it
remains doubtful that this will improve to the
extent that it needs to.
The challenges in setting up a humanitarian
supply chain include:
• Limited availability of tools for planning,
daily operations in crisis response
• Limited funds for the necessary information
technology to establish effective channels
of supply; and
• Limited information exchange between
donors, non-profit agencies and people in
need.
There is enough food produced in the
world to feed every single person a daily
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Humanitarian

supply chain

levelling the playing field
Supply chain professionals can help alleviate hunger and
poverty in Asia
2,200-calorie diet, yet there exist hurdles in
getting that food into the hands of hungry
people. In addition, many disaster relief
situations see millions of tons of donated
items that go unused as a result of lack
of visibility into what exactly is required,
where it is required, and supply chain
failure resulting in a host of distribution
problems.
It is possible that, by mobilising supply
chain talent in our industry through
collaborative par tnerships between
commercial supply chain and not-forprofit humanitarian sectors, an effective
humanitarian supply chain network can be
created with better visibility to supply and
demand information, better decision-support
capabilities, and more opportunities for
collaboration and partnerships that increase the
efficiencies of humanitarian support.

Supply Chain Asia is in the midst of setting
up Food Bank Asia, an initiative that aims to
bring together the massive bank of talent in
this community to contribute back to society.
Food Bank Asia will engage professionals and
utilise the growing and often under-utilised
infrastructure in Asia to support humanitarian
relief efforts.
Logistics and supply chain expertise is a bridge
between disaster preparedness and effective
response; between procurement and distribution,
and between headquarters and the field. Poorly
designed supply/logistics systems, limited
professional training for logistics professionals,
and lack of objective performance metrics have,
historically, hindered delivery of humanitarian
aid and goods to those who need them most.
We need to address these problems head on
and as a responsible community, stand up and
be counted.

We need to address these
problems head on and as a
responsible community, stand up
and be counted.

REGISTRATION FORM – Supply Chain Asia Forum 2009
Payment must accompany your registration. Register for the FORUM by completing this form and fax it to us at the following
numbers: (Singapore) +65 6415 7211. Alternatively, you can mail your registration form to:
SUPPLY CHAIN ASIA FORUM 2009
50 Ubi Crescent, #01-08 Ubi TechPark, Singapore 408568
Tel: +65 6415 7178 Fax: +65 6415 7211 Email: forum2009@supplychainasia.com

Title

Name

Position

Company

Address
Country

State

Postal Code

Phone

Fax

Mobile

Email

INDICATE
OPTION

FEES & CHARGES

FEES

SPEAKERS/COUNCIL MEMBERS/EXCO MEMBERTS

SGD350.00

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS (BELOW 30 YEARS OLD)

SGD395.00

FULL TIME STUDENTS (BELOW 27 YEARS OLD)

SGD195.00

DELEGATES (EARLY BIRD/PAST PARTICIPANTS/SUPPORTING ORGNS)

SGD795.00

DELEGATES (NORMAL FEES – AFTER 30TH APRIL 2009

SGD995.00

GOLG @ RAFFLES COUNTRY CLUB (10TH JULY 2009)

SGD200.00
TOTAL

Methods of Payment:
Payment can be made by:
1. Check or Bank Draft. This must be made payable to “SC Asia Associates Pte Ltd” and made in SINGAPORE DOLLARS
2. Telegraphic transfer.

3. Credit Card

To be made in Singapore Dollars to
the following account:
Payee: SC Asia Associates Pte Ltd
Bank: DBS Bank Ltd Singapore
Branch: Suntec City
Swiftcode: DBSSSGSG
A/c Number : 074-900934-9

Card Type:

Visa

Master

Amex

Name________________________________________________
Card Number__________________________________________
3 Digit Security Code
Expiry Date_________________Signature___________________

CANCELLATION POLICY
Forum enrolment can be cancelled through 8 June 2009, subject to a SGD50.00 processing fee. No refunds or credits will
be given for cancellations received after 8 June 2009. All no-shows are charged the full amount. All cancellations must be
received in writing, either via email or fax. If, after registering, you discover that you cannot attend and want to send
someone in your place, you must inform Supply Chain Asia in writing via email or fax. No additional charges will be
imposed.
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0.7
0.6
5.6

;8;
1.0
0.9
0.6
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.7

<;8$
2.4
0.8
31.2
2.1
1.2
0.8
5.2

!8P
0.1
0.0
1.4
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.6

!8&
0.2
0.1
1.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.7

;8%
0.4
0.1
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.7
1.1

!<8!
2.6
0.6
3.2
0.4
0.6
2.9
13.9

I""8"
13.6
3.7
42.4
3.7
3.1
5.6
27.9

Share of regional trade flows in each region's total merchandise exports
'()*+
North America
South and Central America
Europe
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
Africa
Middle East
Asia
Share of regional trade flows in world merchandise exports
'()*+
North America
South and Central America
Europe
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
Africa
Middle East
Asia
Source: WTO, World Trade Developments 2008
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Table I.5
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India’s merchandise exports reached $145 billion in 2007, growing
at an annual
average
of 19 per cent since 2000. 59
More
Supply
Chain
- indicators
than 30 per cent of its exports go to Asia, with Europe being the second-largest trading region (23 per cent). The Middle East
absorbs 17 per cent of India’s merchandise exports while North America receives 15 per cent. In 2007, India’s imports reached
$217 billion, resulting in a negative trade balance of $72 billion.
IndiaI.7merchandise
by region
Chart
India exports
– Merchandise
exports by region, 2007
(Billion dollars)

CIS
$2 billion

Europe
$34 billion

North America
$22 billion

Middle East
$25 billion

India
Africa
$13 billion

Asia
$46 billion

S/C America

SinceMerchandise
China joined
exportsthe
fromWTO
India in 2001, it has almost quadrupled its exports while imports have more than tripled. In 2007, its
trade surplus reached $262 billion. Some 45 per cent of its trade receipts stem from Asia, while Europe and North America each
Source: WTO,
receive
21 World
per Trade
centDevelopments
of China’s2008
exports. It should be noted that China Customs Statistics record the country of origin for imports
and the country of final destination for exports. However, if the country of final destination cannot be ascertained, exports are
attributed to the last known country of dispatch.
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China merchandise exports by region
Chart I.8
China – Merchandise exports by region, 2007
(Billion dollars)

CIS
$48 billion

Europe
$264 billion

North America
$264 billion

Middle East

China

$44 billion

Africa
$37 billion

Asia
$521 billion

S/C America
$39 billion

Merchandise exports from China
Source: WTO, World Trade Developments 2008
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$4 billion
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W

ith the news of layoffs by the thousands in the US, it is clear
that the Ox decided to enter the New Year ass first. Headlines
announcing huge job cuts by big US companies, including
Home Depot laying off 7,000 people, are bad news for emerging Asian
markets such as China.
Simply put, unlike some of the retailers who announced
closures and job cuts previously (Circuit City, Linens & Things, &
Restoration Hardware), recent announcements have come from
firms that are leaders with strong cash positions.
The message is that the credit crunch is sapping cash
reserves of even the biggest firms … a bad sign for many
American SMEs as well. But my attention has turned to
what these layoffs mean for China. After all, I am in
China and write about China… and it is China that I am
primarily concerned about.
Concerning the Home Depot announcement in
particular, there are a number of areas that I see this
having a big negative impact on China. If you go
back to a previous post I wrote, Avoid the Middleman!
INVEST in Your QC!!!, I spoke about my work in the
construction tool industry. It is an industry that
I personally knew little of five years go, but as I
worked to manufacture several SKUs of tools here
for one client, it was clear that there were areas of
China that were seeing a huge boost from their
capacity in this area…Shantou in particular…
and now with Home Depot clearly struggling to
keep their finances in order, and laying people
off, I am quite sure that many of the factories
that I once visited will have to downsize their
operations significantly.
Ta k i n g a n o t h e r a n g l e, w i t h t h e
downturn reducing the need for kitchen
hardware and furniture, firms like Expo and
Restoration Hardware have been hit hard.
This has reverberated back to China in several
geographic regions along the coast that were
focusing on wood furniture. In a visit several
months back to one cabinetmaker, their
volume was off roughly 70%…
It is a situation that is only set to grow more
difficult as larger firms fail; as their suppliers are
put into tight financial options with a reduced
market, and as their layoffs grow larger and more
concentrated.
…allroadsleadtochina.com
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Why layoffs
in the US are
a bad thing
for China


BALTIC FREIGHT INDEX FELL 94% IN THE LAST 4 MONTHS

OIL FELL MORE THAN 70% IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS

MANY OTHER COSTS HAVE DRAMATICALLY FALLEN TOO

How much cash has your supply chain saved?

Between 30 % and 94%
Between 10% and 30%
Between 5% and 10%
No noticeable change

Would you like to realize the true potential of your supply chain? Contact Us -

Level 3, 80 Arthur Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060, Australia
Phone: +61 2 8920 0694, Fax +61 2 8920 0689
Email: info@globalscgroup.com Web:www.globalscgroup.com.au

